
Low Winnipeg 2012 Yom Tov synagogue
attendance much the same as 2011

By MYRON LOVE 
It was a good Yom Tov in terms of atten-

dance for the new Chabad centre and Rabbi
Pinsker’s New Shule in terms of numbers. For
all other congregations in the city, Yom Tov
attendance was at about the same level as last
year or lower. 

Last year, this writer reported that synagogue
attendance for Yom Tov – including anyone
who may have attended a Rosh Hashonah or
Yom Kippur service even briefly – was about
4,500 or between 25 percent and 30 percent
of Jewish Winnipeggers. While our Jewish
population may be growing, the number of
individuals who do attend services over Yom
Tov is, if anything, holding steady, if not
declining little by little year after year.

With the increased attendance at the new
Chabad Centre in River Heights and the addi-
tion of the New Shule, overall attendance
may have been up a hundred or so. On the
other hand, these two congregations may
have simply drawn worshippers who would
otherwise have attended services at one of the
long standing congregations.

Ian Staniloff, the executive director of the
Shaarey Zedek Synagogue, Winnipeg’s largest
congregation, reports to being very pleased
with overall attendance this year. (The
Shaarey Zedek traditionally has two Rosh
Hashonah services each day to accommodate
the synagogue’s large number of congregants.
Attendance is generally about 1,500.)

“We had about the number of people we
budgeted for,” he says. “We had some new
people. The feedback was all positive.”

Staniloff reports that both services were con-
ducted in a traditional manner this year. For a
couple of years, the synagogue had been
offering Rosh Hashonah worshippers an alter-
native service with music and young chazan-
im.

Another new feature for Yom Tov at Shaarey
Zedek this year was that worshippers were
able to buy individual day tickets rather than
the three-day (Rosh Hashonah and Yom
Kippur) package in cases, for example where
worshippers were planning on being out of
town for part of Yom Tov or were otherwise
not able to come for all three days.

The New Shule, which was created by for-
mer Shaarey Zedek associate Rabbi Larry
Pinsker, his wife, Laurelle Harris Pinsker and
some supporters, attracted between 90 and
100 daveners to their Yom Tov services –
which included a children’s service - at the
Fort Garry Hotel. About 40 people also came
for the New Shule’s Rosh Hashanah lunch at
the hotel.

Congregation Etz Chayim, our community’s
second largest congregation, registered a Yom
Tov attendance which was about the same as
last year. The north Winnipeg synagogue had
an attendance of about 1,200 last year.

“The people who come here for Yom Tov

have certain expec-
tations,” says Etz Chayim executive director
Jonathan Buchwald. “We try to be consistent.
We think we have a pretty good formula.”

Rabbi Neal and Carol Rose traditionally
have their alternative service in the lower level
at Etz Chayim. The service generally draws
between 100 and 150 people.

This year, Shir Tikvah celebrated its tenth
anniversary as a Yom Tov-only congregation.

By BEN SALES 
TEL AVIV (JTA) – It wasn’t

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s call for early elec-
tions that was unusual. After all,
only a few governments have
served a full term in Israel’s 64-
year history.

What was unusual was that
seemingly everyone on Israel’s
political spectrum – from left to
right – appeared to agree that
there was no real contest about
who would be the next prime
minister. Barring any major sur-
prises, Netanyahu is expected to
win a third term handily when
voting is held early next year;
elections had been scheduled for
October 2013.

“Netanyahu looks like an
authoritative and experienced
statesman, with no present alter-
native,” Aluf Benn, Haaretz’s editor in chief,

noted in an Op-Ed.
It’s not that there’s no opposition to

Netanyahu in Israel.
Shelly Yachimovich, leader of the

center-left Labor Party, has called his
conservative economic policies a
“violent jungle,” according to
Maariv. Shaul Mofaz, leader of the
centrist Kadima Party, criticized
Netanyahu’s “lack of judgment” on a
potential attack on Iran’s nuclear pro-
gram.

Zahava Gal-On, leader of the left-
ist Meretz Party, asked in a Facebook
post on Tuesday whether voters
“want four more years of trampling
democracy, damaging human rights,
freedom of expression, free assem-
bly and protest?” Even Ehud Barak,
Israel’s defense minister and
Netanyahu’s coalition partner, has
been sparring with the prime minis-
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Continued on page 21. See “Netanyahu”.

Family
Nicky’s

A documentary film about Nicholas Winton, an Englishman who organized the rescue of 669 Czech and Slovak children.

Thursday, November 8, 2012
7:00 pm • Berney Theatre

Asper Jewish Community Campus, 123 Doncaster Street

No admission charge. Limited seating.
For more information, please call 204.477.7403

Presented by the Holocaust Awareness Committee, Jewish Federation of Winnipeg and the Rady Jewish Community Centre
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Netanyahu expected to win in elections unlikely to
change Israel’s left-right balance

Continued on page 8. See “Synagogue
attendance”.

Israel's Prime
Minister BENJAMIN
N E T A N Y A H U :
Barring any major
surprises, he is
expected to win a
third term handily
when voting is held
early next year.

J O N A T H A N
BUCHWALD, Etz
Chayim executive
director: “We try to
be consistent. We
think we have a
pretty good formu-
la.”

IAN STANILOFF,
executive director
of the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue:
“We had some new
people. The feed-
back was all posi-
tive.”

Attention
Snowbirds:

Before heading south, please call
our office at (204) 694-3332 to do

one of three things:
1. Stop your subscription
2. Have your subscription

switched to Canada Post deliv-
ery (from Free Press delivery) so
that your paper can be forward-
ed to you in the U.S.

3. Switch to the on-line edition
of The Jewish Post & News (the
complete edition of each issue in
PDF format)
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By MYRON LOVE
While Tracy Kasner Greaves is best known in

our community as Congregation Etz Chayim’s
cantor, on Thursday, October 4, she showed that
she is equally comfortable and talented as a
cabaret singer. On that evening, Kasner Greaves
teamed up with Myron and Victor Schultz (on
Clarinet and violin respectively), the “Mayors of
Sambor”, for a spirited concert at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue for guests attending the
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba’s 15th

Endowment Book of Life Donor Recognition
evening.

The Schultz Brothers, well known musicians
in our community, were the headliners for the
evening. They (and the three musicians backing
them up) performed a mix of traditional klezmer
and some newer compositions – notably
“Journey to Sambor” (Sambor was the town in
Poland that their family originally came from).

Kasner Greaves – who was featured as a spe-
cial guest performer – sang songs in Hebrew
and Yiddish and finished with a haunting and
swinging version of the old Nat King Cole hit
“Nature Boy”.

There was one other musical performer on the
evening. Marla Berchard, one of the signers for
this year – in memory of her baba, the late
Annie Rose – sang a song she composed in hon-
our of her baba. Other signers included: Joe and
Louise Cohen; Shira Cohen and Stuart Slayen;
Zvi Dil; David Favor; Minda Ginsberg (in mem-
ory of Heloise Stillwater); Harris Gulko; Hilline
and Richard Kroft; Robyn and Jeff Lieberman;
Cecile Meyrowitz; Hope and Howard Morry;
Gloria and Jerry Moscovitch (in memory of
David Moscovitch); Lara and Les Rykiss; Carrie
Shenkarow; Abe and the late Fanny Simkin (in
memory of the Simkin Family); Sharon Smith
and Jack Lazareck; Wulf Tolboom (in memory of
Wanda Tolboom); Tova and Larry Vickar; and
Dr. Leah Weinberg (in memory of Marcia and
Aron Raber).

As has become customary at the Endowment
book of Life Donor Recognition evenings,
excerpts from a couple of the biographies were
read out. Abe Simkin recalled how his uncle,

the late Feivel Simkin, brought his (Abe’s) par-
ents and siblings to Winnipeg from Russia in
1908.

“Feivel Simkin (who was the publisher of the
Yiddish language newspaper Der Yiddishe Vort
for many years) was my hero,” said the 90-year-
old Abe Simkin. “He saved my family.”

Simkin spoke about his parents’ first settling
in the Pine Ridge Jewish farming colony in an
area that is now Birds Hill Provincial Park.
“They raised us six kids in a small farmhouse,”
he recalled. “Our parents brought out Jewish
teachers to teach us. From our parents, we
learned cultural and family values.”

The family moved back to Winnipeg in 1928
and Abe’s father, Sam, started a fuel business
which developed over the years into BACM,
one of the largest construction companies in
western Canada in its heyday.

Simkin spoke briefly about his youthful
Zionist activity, his schooling and meeting his
wife, Fanny. He mentioned his three sons, 10
grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren and
referred to the recent Simkin Family reunion.

“We have had a wonderful life here,” he said.
“We were blessed to be able to call Winnipeg
home. I foresee a continuing bright future for
our Jewish community thanks in part to the
efforts of the Jewish Foundation.”

The other reading , by David Kroft, a recent
Gray Academy graduate, was from the life of
Wanda Tolboom, who passed away in 2007 at
the age of 87. (Kroft’s mother was a former stu-
dent of Tolboom’s.) Although Tolboom was not
Jewish, she taught in the Jewish school system -
at Talmud Torah and Ramah – for 30 years. She
had fond memories of her Ramah and Talmud
Torah students. 

Tolboom also taught in Antigua in the
Caribbean and wrote six books about life in the
Arctic where she and her husband, Wulf, lived
in the 1940s.

JFM CEO Marsha Cowan noted that Tolboom
previously left a bequest through the foundation
to be used to purchase books for Grade 4-6 stu-
dents for the Kaufman-Silverberg Library.

This year’s group of signers brings the total

number of signers to date to over 700. Each
signing is accompanied by a promise to leave
an endowment to the Foundation.

“This program celebrates the lives of the peo-
ple in our community,” said JFM President
Steven Kroft. “This program has become the
model for other communities throughout North
America.”

He noted that seven of this year’s signers are
under 50 years of age. “Last year, Richard
Tapper, at the age of 34, was our youngest ever
signer. Unfortunately, we lost Richard this past
spring. But his story remains with us even
though his was a life cut too short.”

Kroft also praised the efforts of Endowment
Book of Life Committee co-chairs Morley
Bernstein and Terri Erlichman, who are stepping
down after two years in their roles. And he wel-
comed new chairperson Ruth Carol Feldman.

“Our Endowment Book of Life program is part
of our year round efforts to encourage giving,”
Cowan noted. “We are reaping today what our
parents and grandparents planted years before.
It is now our duty to plant seeds that our chil-
dren and grandchildren can harvest after us.”

The JFM’s next program is its annual luncheon
on Thursday, November 22 , at the Fairmont.
Over the years, the JFM has brought to
Winnipeg many outstanding speakers to
address the luncheon attendees. This year’s
keynote speaker is the Honourable Lloyd
Axworthy, Canada’s former Foreign Minister
and current president and vice-chancellor of the
University of Winnipeg, who will be speaking
about how philanthropy is helping to turn
downtown Winnipeg into a “hub of creativity
and innovation”.

For tickets, either click on info@jewishfoun-
dation.org or phone: 204 477-7522.
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March 6 -18

March 20 - Apr. 4

COMMUNITY MISSION
Amazing & Innovative Itiner-

May 8-20, 2013
With Eilat Extension

May 8-23, 2013
Call Kathy - Ext 345
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June 30 - July 11
with extension to

Eilat - July 14
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Eilat - Aug. 11
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Eilat - Sept. 1

COMPARE 
APPLES TO APPLES
NEW ITINERARIES &

LOWER PRICES

Israel Food for
Thoughts #5

Co-led by 
Bonnie Stern & 

Rabbi Elyse Goldstein

•MOST Professional • MOST Innovative
• Best Itineraries • BEST Value for $$
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Don’t try to do it on your own!! BOOK WITH US AND SAVE!!

Jewish Heritage
Tour to China

Call Michelle @
1-416-485-9455

for details

Led by 
Rabbi Elyse Goldstein

June 9 - 23, 2013

Schultz brothers, Tracy Kasner Greaves highlight endowment book of life



The highly
provocative piece
by Marty Green
on the opposite
page, in which he
argues that Omar
Khadr was a vic-
tim of circum-
stance rather than

a perpetrator of a crime, brings to mind
the increased prominence given to indi-
viduals who are symbols for the kinds of
threats we now face in a very dangerous
world.

So many of us tend to view the world in
black and white terms. Omar Khadr is “evil”.
So is Mahmoud Ahamadinejad.

But, how then are we to perceive someone
like Jonathan Pollard, who is continuing to be
imprisoned in the United States because he
spied for Israel on the U.S.? As Jews, many of
us are outraged at the insistence of certain
elements within the American military and
political establishments that Pollard remain in
prison. After all, are Israel and the U.S. not
closer than ever and, if one were to believe
Mitt Romney, the two nations are practically
inseparable.

So, why is Pollard still languishing in an
American prison when so many others who
pose a much greater threat to American secu-
rity are allowed to go free?

The answer again seems to be tied up in
symbolism. In an article that appeared on an
Israeli website, “Arutz Sheva”, no less a figure
than former CIA Director James Woolsey, in a
letter to the editor of the Wall Street Journal,
‘cited several examples of individuals who
had been convicted of spying for numerous
regimes - Saudi Arabia, Ghana, Ecuador,
Egypt, the Philippines and South Korea – all
of whom had served or were serving sen-
tences of less than ten years. “One especially
damaging Greek-American spy, Steven Lalas,
received a 14-year sentence, just over half of
what Pollard has already served,” Woolsey

wrote.
‘Pollard has coop-

erated with the gov-
ernment on just

about everything, and has even promised
not to write a book about his life, so as not
to be seen as having “profited” from the
experience by selling books. In addition,
wrote Woolsey, he “has many times
expressed remorse for what he did.” 

‘But the closing paragraph of Woolsey’s
letter is likely to stir up the most controver-
sy – and perhaps even cause a great deal of
discomfort to American Jews, many of
whom have attempted to avoid public dis-

cussion of Pollard’s actions and heritage dur-
ing the years he has been in prison. “For
those hung up for some reason on the fact
that [Pollard] is an American Jew,” wrote
Woolsey, “pretend he’s a Greek- or Korean-
or Filipino-American and free him.”

The vilification of Omar Khadr (justifiably, I
would argue) and of Jonathan Pollard (com-
pletely unjustifiably) brings to mind a conver-
sation I recently had with an individual who
identified himself as a First Nations member.
He wanted to know why I was against former
Roseau River Chief Terry Nelson going to
Iran.

I told him that I hadn’t even written about
that subject, but he pursued the point any-
way. He asked me how many Jews have busi-
nesses on native reserves. I didn’t quite know
what point he was trying to make, but I con-
tinued to discuss with him his apparent anger
toward Jews.

As it turned out this fellow was quite keen
on Terry Nelson’s going to Iran to meet with
Iranian leaders, including Ahmadinejad. I
had never really thought very much about
natives’ attitudes toward Iran, but it occurred
to me that, in the same way so many third
world nations automatically join in lockstep
with Arab countries to denounce Israel, simi-
lar attitudes of resentment toward Jews and,
concomitantly, Israel, exist among some
natives here in Canada. Thus, someone who
ordinarily wouldn’t give a passing thought to

Mahmound Ahmadinejad suddenly sees him
as a symbol of defiance and, as such, a
friend.

There really isn’t much we can do to
counter such impressions. They don’t really
bear any relation to reality – it’s all about
apparent perceptions. I asked the native indi-
vidual with whom I was engaged in conver-
sation what point he was trying to make
about Jews in business on native reserves. (I
actually thought that he was leading up to
some sort of suggestion that Jewish owned
businesses exploit natives on reserves, but it
was just the opposite; in fact, he was won-
dering why Jewish businesses haven’t invest-
ed in reserves. Frankly, I don’t know whether
that’s true or not. I’d be curious to hear from
readers who might have some information on
the subject.)

Now, while there have been many attempts
by various Jewish organizations to engage
native groups in dialogue, this fellow’s anger
toward Jews and his sympathy for
Ahmadinejad was as clear an indication to
me as any that public relations gestures aren’t
going to do much to eradicate long-held ani-
mosities among many natives toward Jews.

Frankly, when we began our conversation I
rather thought that it was going to end up in
a diatribe against our mayor. Thankfully, it
didn’t.

And, as far as Omar Khadr goes, I’ve long
harboured a fantasy that Khadr could do
wonders to repair his own image by appear-
ing at a synagogue wearing a kippah, and
apologizing for his past behaviour. At the
same time maybe he could get his lovely
mother, sister and brothers to join him in
dancing a horah. Then all would be forgiven.

Unfortunately, I’m afraid that isn’t likely to
happen. To paraphrase Sally Field when she
went on stage to receive an Oscar and said:
“You like me, you really like me”, I rather
think the Khadrs would say: “We hate you –
we really hate you.” So, to Marty Green, I
have this to say: “I’m sure Myron Love will
want to write an angry response to your piece
the moment he finishes reading it – as will the
vast majority of the readers of this paper, but
just try and find a Muslim or Arab paper that
would print a piece saying BB Netanyahu is
really a nice guy who’s just misunderstood.”
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I had never really thought very
much about natives’ attitudes

toward Iran, but it occurred to
me that, in the same way so

many third world nations auto-
matically join in lockstep with
Arab countries to denounce
Israel, similar attitudes of

resentment toward Jews and,
concomitantly, Israel, exist

among some natives here in
Canada.
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Comment

I am not embarrassed.
At least I am not, as you say I should be, embarrassed by the

apparent shenanigans involving Mayor Sam Katz, City CAO Phil
Sheegl and the principals of Shindico, because each of them is
reputed to be Jewish, as am I.

If there is fire under the smoke that is currently emanating from
City Hall there are lots of reasons to be embarrassed, but the fact that
some of the players in one aspect of the failings in the management
of civic resources are Jewish in not one of them.

People who don’t vote in civic elections should be embarrassed.
People who do vote without thinking through their choices should

be embarrassed.
People who voted for Sam Katz for Mayor because they believed

he was a successful entrepreneur and financial wiz should be
embarrassed. They should be embarrassed for not taking the time to
ask what steak there was behind the sizzle of Sam’s self promotion.
Even the most basic inquiry - a search of Manitoba Court Registry
records available on line - would have raised questions. It would
have told those voters that successful businessman Sam had gone
bankrupt in 1979 and that in 2004, when he was first elected
Mayor, he was defendant in lawsuits claiming over $930,000, plus
others with no amount specified (4 of the lawsuits claiming specif-
ic amounts were discontinued in 2005, the year after Sam became
mayor and another in 2009, a 6th appears on the court record to be
unresolved).

The media should be embarrassed for providing no information
about any of Sam’s financial troubles and for accepting without
question or investigation Sam’s solemn assertions that business had
been good to him. A good place to start asking questions would
have been about the dealings behind those several lawsuits. Yes
lawsuits are how we resolve disputes in a civilized society and
being party to one, even suffering judgment, is not itself evidence
of wrongdoing or immoral conduct. But a cluster of lawsuits from
banks and business associates would at least bear looking into
when the defendant is running for mayor claiming to be a success-
ful businessman. Maybe Sam just got into a lot of disagreements
with people. Or maybe he was just a bad businessman. As a voter
I’d have liked to have known which it was.

If as reported by you there is indeed rampant unhappiness in the
City’s Planning Department because of perceived manipulations by
Katz and Sheegl then the employees in that department should be
embarrassed for keeping their mouths shut and not, at least, avail-
ing themselves of the protections, such as they are, under
Manitoba’s whistleblower protection law.

Each and every City Councillor should be embarrassed for their
steadfast silence. If, as was reported, there is dangerously low
morale in the Planning Department, the councillors should be
embarrassed that none of the unhappy officials of the Planning
Department trust any one of them enough to come forward with a
disclosure about what it is that is making them unhappy.

The media should be embarrassed for not investigating. Their job
is to search out the truth. Surely experienced reporters doing any
kind of reasonable job at City Hall would have been onto the effects
of the cozy Katz/Sheegl/Shindico relationship long before now.

Past mayors and councillors should be embarrassed for creating
and sustaining the very culture that allowed the current situation to
exist. In my time I have seen decisions made in breach of clear statu-
tory requirements, when meeting schedules were manipulated,
when closed door commitments were made long before public hear-
ings, when a councillor had expressed closed minded bias prior to a
public hearing. None of these involved the current mayor, the cur-
rent CAO or Shindico (or, so far as I can tell, anybody Jewish) but
they are a part of the culture at City Hall into which Katz and Sheegl
have been socialized. The days when the public could have confi-
dence in the processes of City government, if ever there were such
days, were certainly long gone before those two arrived at City Hall.
Inches of irregular conduct soon leads to miles.

Provincial governments should be embarrassed for creating a City
Council that is too small and is organized to limit rather than facil-
itate diversity of opinion and true democratic participation in deci-
sion making. It is absurd that city government, the level that should
be closest to the people is composed of fewer - about half as many
- elected representatives for the City of Winnipeg than the provin-
cial government and about half of those are organized into the

Further to the same editorial
As a non-Jewish Winnipegger I have had the displeasure of hear-

ing all sorts of racist, anti-Semitic, (whatever you want to call that
ignorant B.S.) rhetoric suggesting that ‘our’ Mayor Katz is somehow
part of a Jewish Mafia of corruption.

I feel your lead ‘editorial’ “Katz and Sheegl should resign”, is very
positive in helping arrest those ‘racist’ voices and goes further in
fighting racism and discrimination of all kinds.

Congratulations on your continuing efforts in a world that seems
to encourage division and alienation!
Shane Nestruck

Winnipeg lawyer Rocky Kravetsky responds to Bernie Bellan’s call for Sam Katz and Phil Sheegl to resign

Birthright Afghanistan
This is the story of a “hyphenated-Canadian

family”, troubled by the mass media propa-
ganda campaign which regularly demonizes
their national homeland. They hear about a
program whereby young people are given the
opportunity to spend time overseas,
immersed in their culture, to learn about their
history and values from their side. They send
their teenage son.

As part of this program, the young man learns about the dangers fac-
ing his people from powerful enemies. He learns about the cruel out-
rages inflicted in the past on his countrymen, and is taught to revere
the brave soldiers who today defend his people from those who would
subjugate them. 

While the young man is overseas, the unthinkable occurs. One
morning he awakens to learn of an audacious airborne attack which
has, without warning, destroyed an imposing symbol of enemy power.
The enemy is outraged, and demands the arrest of those who planned
the attack. The demand is defiantly refused. 

Within days, the enemy forces have declared war on the outlaw state
which harbors such “criminals”. The war is hopelessly one-sided. The
village where the young man has been staying is in short order sur-
rounded by enemy forces who threaten to kill all its defenders unless
they immediately turn over their arms. The defenders vow to fight to
the last man.

Shells rain down on the underground bunker where the young man
is trapped with a handful of defenders, the same young men who only
days before had been his teachers, guides and companions. Then
there is silence, broken only by the footsteps of the enemy entering the
bunker. Through a cloud of dust and smoke, they see the dead bodies
of the young man’s companions. But the young man has survived,
bloody and blinded in one eye by shrapnel. He pulls the pin on a

grenade, and throws it. An enemy soldier screams in pain and crum-
ples to the ground. 

The enemy has won the battle but not without cost. Enraged, they
pump two more bullets into the broken body of the young man. Still
alive, he is dragged off and thrown in a cell. Ten years later, he remains
imprisoned. Should we feel sorry for the young man?

I am amazed at the number of people who say that we should lock
Omar Khadr in his cell and throw away the key. I wonder what those
people would be saying if Omar Khadr had been a fifteen-year-old
Jewish boy spending a year in Israel? And what if one morning the
world woke up to learn that overnight, Israel had launched a massive
air strike on the Iranian nuclear installations? Suddenly, Omar Khadr’s
story becomes our story: outraged by the attack, a coalition of Islamic
nations invades Israel to arrest the “perpetrators”. Israel is quickly
overwhelmed, and on an isolated kibbutz a young Birthright partici-
pant puts into practise the lessons that he has just recently learned at
Masada: to die rather than to surrender. He releases a hand grenade
as the attackers enter the room and it explodes, killing an Iraqi (who
happens to be a medic). But our boy miraculously survives. Is it so
unlikely that we could one day be reading in the newspapers about a
Canadian Jewish teenager being held in Iran as a war criminal and
charged with murder?

There is of course a fatal flaw in my analogy: it’s the naive assump-
tion of moral equivalency. How can I compare the actions and moti-
vations of our side and theirs? The answer is that when it comes right
down to it, I can’t. I really still believe that we are right and they are
wrong, and justice is on our side. The only difference is that the older
I get, the harder it is for me to think of reasons why our enemies
shouldn’t believe just as strongly that justice is on their side.

And in case I haven’t made it clear, I think Omar Khadr has suffered
enough and now that he’s back in Canada, we should let him out of
jail as soon as possible.

By

MARTY GREEN

Continued on page 10. See “Letter”.



This past summer,
Carla Cohn and her
family came face to
face with the face of
poverty – and the
experience has
changed their lives.

“The people we saw
in Kampala were the
poorest of the poor,”

says Cohn, a dentist who works with children
out of the Kids Dental Group at the Tuxedo
Village Shopping Centre. “I have never seen
such destitution before.”

Cohn went to the capital of Uganda in east
Africa as part of a group of five dentists from
Winnipeg (the others being Drs. Tim Dumore,
Ken Shek, Paresh Shah and Nassia Cholakis)
on a nine-day mission to offer their services
to children in need.

“This was something we wanted to do,”
says Cohn, who has been practising dentistry
for 21 years. “Dr. Shah had a connection with
Kish Modha, the head of the Mondetta
Charity Foundation.”

(Modha, his brother and cousins, are the
founders and principals behind Mondetta
Clothing, a Winnipeg-based clothing manu-
facturer. Modha and his family were among
the thousands of Indians who were expelled
from Uganda by the dictator Idi Amin in the
1970s.)

One of the Mondetta Charity Foundation’s

programs is a school it sponsors in the heart
of the largest slum in Uganda and that is to
where the Winnipeg dentists set out. “There
are 1,400 kids at the school and none of them
have ever had any oral health care,” Cohn
says. “We had no idea what to expect. We
prepared for the worst case scenario and that
is what we encountered. There were kids with
severe infections. We had to do a lot of
extractions.”

Because of the short time the dentists had in
Kampala, they were only able to treat about
300 children in their makeshift clinic.
Although they would have liked to have treat-
ed more children, Cohn takes comfort from
knowing that she and her colleagues were
able to improve the quality of life for at least
a few hundred.

The Winnipeg dentists prepared for their
mission to Kampala by sending four dental
chairs, generators and compressors over a
few months ahead of time. They set up a clin-
ic in one of the school’s classrooms.

Each of the dentists also brought their fam-
ilies with them. In Cohn’s case, that included
her husband, Arnold, who is a chiropractor,
and sons, Sam, 16, Daniel, 14 and Joey, 10.
“They all helped out at our clinic,” she says of
her family, “and our two younger sons read to
children in the classrooms.”

Cohn and her mission colleagues are hop-
ing to build a free-standing dental and med-
ical clinic on the school grounds which
would be available to everyone in the com-
munity. “We are also trying to encourage
other dentists here to contribute their time
and expertise,” she says.

As well, each of the dentists who partici-
pated in the mission are sponsoring one or
two children, which means the dentists pay
for the children’s schooling (which also
includes meals). 

Cohn and her family were happy to get
back home to Winnipeg. She adds though,
that her sons are eager to go back again.

To those who praise her for what she did,
she responds that she doesn’t think she did
anything special. “My thinking is that I can
do this, I am able to do this and it needs to be
done,” she says.

* * *
Former Winnipegger Dr. Gail Wagner is

also making a difference in the quality of
healthcare in east Africa. The San Francisco-
based hematologist/oncologist’s interest in
Kenya began about ten years ago when her
daughter, Laura, then a Ph.D. student, was
spending several months in the country doing
research into patients’ non-compliance with
tuberculosis treatments.

“Laura (who is now a medical anthropolo-
gist) was working for the CDC (Centre for
Disease Control – which is based in Atlanta)
as part of her year abroad,” recalls Wagner

(who is married to former Winnipegger Arne
Wagner). “I went to visit her in Nairobi
(Kenya’s capital) and she introduced me to
Daniel Ogola, one of her neighbours, and a
community organizer. Daniel took me to look
at a clinic in his poor rural home area near
Lake Victoria and showed me the need for a
community healthcare system in the area.

“It is interesting how things happen in life,
how one little thing leads to another.” 

Wagner’s response was to found the Tiba
Foundation in 2004. The foundation now
supports three outpatient clinics in rural west-
ern Kenya near the border with Uganda. The
clinics treated over 24,000 people in 2010.

She and Ogola also created the Matibabu
Foundation, which has grown into a full spec-
trum community health care services
provider, serving tens of thousands of individ-
uals each year in the Ugenya region of Kenya
with preventive care and public health pro-
grams, community development programs,
outpatient clinic services, surgeries, and,
most recently, an inpatient hospital care.
Wagner serves as chair of the Matibabu
Foundation and as a Tiba Foundation board
member.

The Tiba Foundation focuses on fundraising,
she explains. The Matibabu Foundation is in
charge of operating the clinics and the hospi-
tal that we opened in January. (One of the
major funders for the new hospital was
Wagner’s mother, Mindel Olenick who is a
lifelong Winnipegger and the older sister of
community leader Marjorie Blankstein.)

Wagner says that she travels to Kenya once
or twice a year – usually for meetings in
Nairobi – on foundation business. “I have two
full time jobs,” she says.

In San Francisco, Wagner works for Kaiser
Permanente, one of the largest not-for-profit
health plans in the United States. She reports
that over the years, hundreds of medical per-
sonnel affiliated with Kaiser – as well as other
organizations – have volunteered their time
in Kenya under the auspices of the two foun-
dations.

“We are getting requests from medical peo-
ple from all over the world who want to vol-
unteer their services,” Wagner says.

Wagner notes that Tiba has expanded its
reach to provide funding for other not-for-
profit organizations working in Kenya. One
such beneficiary is Goal4, a U.S.-based not-
for-profit whose goal is to reduce infant and
child mortality. Tiba recently provided Goal4
with a grant to buy cell phones and comput-
ers for Kenyan healthcare workers to increase
their efficiency.

“We have only completed the first module
of our hospital – a pediatric unit,” Wagner
says. “We are now trying to raise enough
money to build the next phase.”
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Dental mission to Africa life-changing experience for Cohn family 

Cohn family with two of the children that
they will be sponsoring to go to school.

CHAVURAT TEFILA/FELLOWSHIP OF PRAYER
ANNUAL DINNER

MONDAY, October 29, at 6:00 P.M.
at the synagogue at the

corner of Hartford and McGregor

For tickets, phone
334-4961 or 339-6080
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AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE

Gail Wagner at the opening of a hospital in
Kenya. One of the major funders for the
hospital was Gail’s mother, Mindel Olenick.



David Suzuki Foundation Declaration of Interdependence now translated into Yiddish
The David Suzuki Foundation’s

Declaration of Interdependence,
written for the first international
UN Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil in 1992, is a pas-
sionate call to action and a heart-
felt prayer to preserve the planet.
Portions of it were woven into
the work of others around the
world to form the Earth Charter. 

It was originally translated into
a dozen different languages -
Chinese, Croatian, English,
Finnish, French, German,
Hebrew, Japanese, Persian,
Portuguese, Spanish and
Swedish. It is now also available
in Yiddish, thanks to University
of Manitoba professor Itay Zutra.

“When the Declaration was
revived for last June’s Rio+20
Summit, my daughter, Gail –
who works for the David Suzuki
Foundation in Vancouver – sent
me the Hebrew version,” said
Laurie Mainster. “The document
has an important message that should be
shared with as many people as possible. I
asked, ‘What about Yiddish?’”

The Foundation was thrilled when Mainster
invited Professor Zutra, I. L. Peretz Folk
School Yiddish Teaching Fellow, to voluntari-
ly undertake the translation and he agreed.
Zutra planned to present his Yiddish version
to David Suzuki, who was in Winnipeg for a
lecture October 1. Because Zutra was unable
to attend, Mainster and his daughter made
the presentation in his stead.

Zutra refers to the Declaration in his Oct. 3
Yiddish column for The Jewish Post & News
and published a portion of the translation.
Here is the complete English version:

Declaration of Interdependence
This we know 

We are the earth, through the plants and
animals that nourish us. 

We are the rains and the oceans that flow
through our veins.

We are the breath of the forests of the land,
and the plants of the sea.

We are human animals, related to all other
life as descendants of the firstborn cell.

We share with these kin a common history,
written in our genes.

We share a common present, filled with
uncertainty.

And we share a common future, as yet

untold.
We humans are but one of thirty million

species weaving the thin layer of life envelop-
ing the world.

The stability of communities of living things
depends upon this diversity.

Linked in that web, we are interconnected
– using, cleansing, sharing and replenishing
the fundamental elements of life.

Our home, planet Earth, is finite; all life
shares its resources and the energy from the
sun, and therefore has limits to growth.

For the first time, we have touched those
limits.

When we compro-
mise the air, the
water, the soil and
the variety of life,
we steal from the
endless future to
serve the fleeting
present.

This we believe 
Humans have

become so numer-
ous and our tools so
powerful that we
have driven fellow
creatures to extinc-
tion, dammed the
great rivers, torn
down ancient
forests, poisoned the
earth, rain and
wind, and ripped
holes in the sky.

Our science has

brought pain as well as joy; our
comfort is paid for by the suffer-
ing of millions.

We are learning from our mis-
takes, we are mourning our van-
ished kin, and we now build a
new politics of hope.

We respect and uphold the
absolute need for clean air, water
and soil.

We see that economic activi-
ties that benefit the few while
shrinking the inheritance of
many are wrong.

And since environmental
degradation erodes biological
capital forever, full ecological
and social cost must enter all
equations of development.

We are one brief generation in
the long march of time; the
future is not ours to erase.

So where knowledge is limited,
we will remember all those who
will walk after us, and err on the
side of caution.

This we resolve 
All this that we know and believe must now

become the foundation of the way we live.
At this turning point in our relationship with

Earth, we work for an evolution: from domi-
nance to partnership; from fragmentation to
connection; from insecurity, to interdepen-
dence.

The Declaration has inspired people around
the world to live lighter on the Earth. It can be
signed at www.davidsuzuki.org/about/decla-
ration/.
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Laurie Mainster and his daughter, Gail, present the Yiddish transla-
tion of the David Suzuki Foundation’s Declaration of
Interdependence to Dr. David Suzuki in Winnipeg. Photo by Chris
Schwab.
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“When the Declaration was
revived for last June’s Rio+20
Summit, my daughter, Gail –

who works for the David
Suzuki Foundation in

Vancouver – sent me the
Hebrew version,” said Laurie
Mainster. “The document has

an important message that
should be shared with as many

people as possible. I asked,
‘What about Yiddish?’”



In the endless
quest to boost televi-
sion ratings, a broad-
cast executive
engaged the services
of an economic con-
sultant. The consul-
tant’s mandate: to
design a game show

that could compete, head to head, with the
highly successful “Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire?” To attract viewers and generate
high advertising revenue, the network was
prepared to provide two contestants with a
potential prize of $2,000,000. In practice,
however, the network wanted to lower its
cost by awarding far less in prizes.

The game show format suggested by the con-
sultant would involve two contestants. They
would simultaneously have to choose between
selfishly collecting a payment of $5,000 (from
the television network) or selflessly awarding a
payment of $1,000,000 (by the television net-
work) to the other contestant. 

If both contestants chose to be selfless, each
would receive a prize of $1,000,000 - a
“nightmare” scenario for the network. If each
contestant chose to be selfish, each would
receive $5,000. But if one contestant chose to
be selfish while the other chose to be selfless,
the selfish contestant would receive
$1,005,000 - the sum of $5,000 that he
awarded himself plus $1,000,000 awarded to
him by the other contestant – while the other
(selfless) contestant would receive absolutely
nothing. 

For the network to avoid paying multi-mil-
lion dollar prizes, the consultant strongly sug-
gested that only highly rational decision mak-
ers should be invited to be contestants. A
rational contestant would reason in the fol-
lowing way: 

“Obviously I do not know what the other
contestant will do, so let me consider the
other contestant’s two possible choices and,
for each of these, let me consider which of
my two choices would be optimal. I realize
that if the other contestant selfishly takes
$5,000, I would be better off acting selfishly
to secure $5,000 for myself rather than acting
selflessly and ending up with nothing. On the
other hand, if the other contestant were to act
selflessly, I would again be better off if I self-
ishly take $5,000, since I would then receive
a total prize of $1,005,000 (rather than acting
selflessly and securing for myself a smaller
prize of $1,000,000).” 

If both contestants were rational, they
would quickly realize that the selfish choice
results in a higher payoff for themselves,
regardless of the option chosen by the other
contestant. In technical terms, the selfish
option is a “strictly dominant” strategy that
would be selected by any rational contestant.

Whenever two rational contestants are
matched on the game show, both would
choose the selfish option and each would
receive a modest prize of $5,000. 

The risk facing the television network is that
the contestants may not behave rationally.
Ironically, if both contestants based their
choice upon some vague moral principle such
as “pay it forward” and both independently
chose to be “selfless”, their irrational choices
would yield a cash prize of $1,000,000 for
each contestant. Similarly, if both contestants
were guided by Immanuel Kant’s “categorical
imperative” that prescribes “golden rule”
behaviour - “Do unto others as you would
have others do unto you” - both would be
rewarded with a $1,000,000 prize. To avert
financial disaster for the broadcaster, the con-
sultant advised the network to select contes-
tants only from the ranks of graduate students
enrolled in economics or mathematics depart-
ments in highly reputable North American
universities. Such well-trained students would
invariably choose the rational selfish option,
thereby limiting the network’s prize payout to
$10,000 per contest. The consultant’s final
caveat was that the network should do its
utmost to prevent collusion between contes-
tants by ensuring that neither knows the iden-
tity of the other prior to the contest. 

The television network executives were high-
ly impressed by the consultant’s report and
proceeded to adopt all of his recommenda-
tions. As expected, trapped by their rationality,
both contestants proceeded to choose the self-
ish option. As they left the television studio,
their $5,000 prize in hand, the students asked
themselves the following troubling question:
“Shouldn’t we include, as a hidden cost of our
higher education, the $995,000 that we did
not receive in prize money?” After all, had they
received less rigorous training in making ratio-
nal decisions, they might well have become
instant millionaires. If there is a lesson to be
learned from their disappointing experience, it
is that it pays to be smart, but not to be smarter
than it pays. 
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Support available for Jewish
alcoholics & addicts

Jewish individuals who are challenged
by alcohol or chemical addiction or their
family members now have help available
within the Jewish community. Supported
by Jewish Child and Family Service, JACS,
Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically
Dependent Persons and Significant Others
(www.jac-sweb.org<http://www.jac-
sweb.org/), is a voluntary mutual-help
group dedicated to: helping develop and
sustain recovery from alcoholism or
addiction in a nurturing and safe environ-
ment, promoting knowledge and under-
standing of alcoholism and chemical
dependency as it involves the Jewish
community, and acting as a resource to
the Jewish community to address the
effects of alcoholism and chemical
dependency. Weekly support meetings
with a “Jewish twist” assist in comple-
menting other recovery supports.

Anyone interested in information on
Jewish addiction recovery supports for
themselves or a loved one can contact
JACS Winnipeg at the number in the ad
below. Please read the ad for details
about meeting times and locations.

The hidden cost of higher education

By

IRWIN LIPNOWSKI

The congregation was formed in the aftermath
of the merger of the three major north
Winnipeg synagogues (Rosh Pina, Beth Israel
and Bnay Abraham in 2002. The Yom Tov ser-
vices are held at the Viscount Gort Hotel.
Sharon Bronstone, Shir Tikvah’s leader, reports
that the Yom Tov services generally attract
about 180 worshippers. 

“We had some new people this year, but not
as many students,” Bronstone says. She notes
that participants pay a lower price for seats if
they are only planning to come for one service
instead of all three days of Yom Tov.

Yom Tov services are also held at the Simkin
Centre/Sharon Home. The services, led by
Steven Hyman, have been adapted and short-
ened for the convenience of the residents.
Hyman reports that many families attend the
Sharon Home services to be with their parents
and that there are a number of people who
continue to come, even though they no longer
have family in the home.

The Sharon Home sanctuary, combined with
the neighbouring multipurpose room, can hold
about 200 people. There is no charge to attend
but people are encouraged to make donations.

At the Chevra Mishnayes Synagogue, the
only other Conservative synagogue in the
North End, attendance was reportedly down.
The congregation has room for about 350 on

Yom Tov and attendance was 250, about the
same as last year.

Among our community’s Orthodox syna-
gogues, the Herzlia-Adas Yeshurun in River
Heights has the largest congregation. The shul
seats between 350 and 400 and is generally
full at Yom Tov. Attendance this year was
between 275 and 350.

This was the second Yom Tov for Chabad in
its new River Heights building. Chabad doesn’t
have any official membership and the writer
has no official attendance figures but there
were reports of perhaps close to 400 in atten-
dance overall with about 300 people for Kol
Nidre and 250 for each day of Rosh Hashonah.

The Chavurat Tefilah, Ashkenazi and Talmud
Torah congregations in the North End between
them had less than 200 for Yom Tov.

Temple Shalom, our community’s only
Reform Congregation, reportedly was at near
capacity. (Capacity is about 250.) About half
the worshippers were non-Temple members.

There is one more option for members of the
community seeking an alternative Yom Tov ser-
vice. Camp Massad holds a Rosh Hashonah
service every year at the camp site just north of
Winnipeg Beach on the second day of Rosh
Hashonah.

“We had about 130 people for our informal
service,” says Massad executive director
Daniel Sprintz. “We have a good, solid group,
with a few new people every year. Next year
will be our 18th year.”

Synagogue attendance
Continued from page 1.



“The awesomely epic evolution of words”
Last week my grand-

son was excitedly
describing a new chil-
dren’s video game that
had just come out.
“Grandma, it’s EPIC!”,
he said.

“Epic?” I queried.
What does that mean? 

I had always thought
that this word referred to impressive and heroic
deeds, or maybe a song or poem about magnif-
icent feats of bravery. “Epic is the new ‘cool’’, he
said.

“But what about ‘awesome’?”, I asked.
“’Awesome is so last year”, he said. This revela-
tion came as somewhat of a shock to me. I can
hardly keep up with the speed at which our lan-
guage is evolving.

Does anyone out there remember when
Awesome meant miraculous, eye-opening,
wondrous and sublime? This was a word that
had previously only been used to refer to God
or to the Supernatural.

Imagine my surprise (and befuddlement)
when I first learned that awesome was no longer
“Awesome”. It happened in 2000, while I was in
Toronto, visiting some friends. Their two-year-
old had just successfully gone on the “potty”.
Needless to say, his mom was thrilled.
“Awesome job, buddy!”, she said, as she
admired his handiwork.

It seems that our rapidly-advancing technolog-
ical culture of “bigger and better “ has made it
necessary for us to find “new and improved ”
(and elevated) adjectives to describe it. My con-

versation with my grandson became the spark for
this week’s “Flip Side” investigation, something that
I like to call:
“The History of Hyperbole* ”(*magnification, or
over exaggeration)

I invited my grandson to join me on this “epico-
logical” dig. We decided to make a list of popular
praiseworthy buzzwords, then find out how they
became part of our culture. 

Our journey began in the 1920’s, a time of signif-
icant change. After the First World War, the younger
generation rebelled against society rules. It was the
women who wore short skirts, bobbed their hair,
smoked and listened to jazz, who introduced the
“epic” buzzwords, “The Bee’s Knees” and “The
Cat’s Pajamas” to describe anything truly remark-
able. Of course it would be remarkable if bees had
knees, but in this case it is a reference to Bee
Jackson, a dancer who is credited with introducing
the Charleston to the world in 1924. Bee and her
talented knees won the World Charleston
Championship and it was this awesome achieve-
ment that earned her a place in the Hyperbole Hall
of Fame.

Hard to imagine, but in those days, pajamas were
a shockingly new fashion, especially for women
(and probably even more remarkable for cats!), but
“The Cat’s Pajama’s” became a standard part of the
lexicon.

“Nifty”, said to have been a shortened form of
“magnificent, was the epic word of choice in the
30’s. The 40’s saw the introduction of yet another
adjective of admiration. 

No one knows exactly which American G.I. first
said it, but “Hubba, Hubba” (translation: “Wow,
what a hottie!!”), was a phrase made famous during
the Second World War.

The post-war 50’s featured bebop jazz and good times. If you were
“stoked”, you were awestruck. “Cool” became “cool” to express
admiration or approval and “neat-o” was the ultimate- truly remark-
able!

In the hippy dippy drug culture of the 60’s, everything was “groovy”.
Groovy started out as a term to describe someone who was drug-
intoxicated –“he was a little groovy”, but somehow morphed into
meaning excellent, highly stimulating and attractive. Now I under-
stand the double meaning of Simon and Garfunkel’s 60’s hit, “Feelin’
Groovy”!

The 70’s, 80’s and 90’s over-the-top expletives: “Absolutely
Fabulous!” and “Mahvelous darling!”, were T.V. inspired. The first from
the title of a British television sitcom, and the second from a charac-
ter played by comedian Billy Crystal on“ Saturday Night Live”.

That brings us back to 2000 and my “awesome” revelation that lan-
guage is an ever-changing living thing, a reflection of our times. I’d
like to thank my grandson for helping to keep me current. Truly EPIC!
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Hard to imagine, but in
those days, pajamas

were a shockingly new
fashion, especially for
women (and probably
even more remarkable

for cats!), but “The Cat’s
Pajama’s” became a stan-
dard part of the lexicon.

Anti-Semitic attacks in France rise 
45 percent this year

(JTA) – France has seen a 45 percent increase in anti-Semitic
attacks reported through August from the corresponding period a
year ago.

In one of three recent incidents reported by SPCJ, the security unit
of France’s Jewish communities, unidentified assailants near Paris
injured a Jewish woman in her sukkah on Oct. 5.

SPCJ has counted 386 of what it calls “anti-Semitic acts” from Jan.
1 to Aug. 31 this year, the organization said in a report Wednesday.
In the corresponding period of 2011, SPCJ counted 266 such inci-
dents. SPCJ said the figures correlated to official data by French
authorities.

Of the incidents this year,101 were “violent actions,” SPCJ said,
including the slaying of four people at a school in Toulouse on
March 19 by Mohamed Merah, a Muslim extremist. 

The attack triggered "an explosion" of anti-Semitic attacks, SPCJ
said. Most other incidents documented were cases of intimidation,
the report said.

The attack on the sukkah near Paris occurred as 10 members of a
Jewish family were eating dinner in their garden in Seine St. Denis,
an eastern suburb of Paris. The family ignored a group of men who
had shouted obscenities at them from the street, according to the
SPCJ report, before the men pelted them with rocks. One of the
rocks struck a woman in her back and caused her minor injuries.
None of the children present, including an 8-month-old baby, were
hurt.

According to the SPCJ report, the assailants shouted at the family
in Arabic, as well as in French, saying “Dirty Jews, return home,”
“we’ll get you” and “we’ve had enough of you, dirty Jews.” They fled
before police reached the scene.

Meanwhile, on Oct. 9, a 19-year-old Jewish male was lightly
wounded by a metal ball that was fired at him as he was leaving a
Paris synagogue.

Also discovered on  that day in Avignon, a city in the south of
France near Marseille, unidentified assailants destroyed a Star of
David that was imprinted on the exterior wall of a Jewish cemetery
and chiseled off the word “Jewish.”

ON THE FLIP SIDE

By

JILL BRANDES

Caring Compassionate PCaring Compassionate Professional Srofessional Serviceervice
you’ve come to trust

Call Elba Haid or
Angela Pollett at

REALCARE
day or night

Ph: (204) 957-7325
fax: (204) 975-1065

e-mail: elbahaid@realcare.ca
Offices at 1008-213 Notre Dame Ave.

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1N3

Providing:
❤ Alzheimer Care ❤ Palliative Care ❤ Post-Operative Care 
❤ Stroke Care ❤ Long-Term Care ❤ Rehabilitation 
❤ Respite ❤ ‘Coming home’ new Moms and infants

Provided by: INSURED & BONDED
❤ RN’s ❤ LPN’s ❤ Health Care Aides
❤ Home Support Workers ❤ Companions

We offer a variety of programs and services - 
- individually-designed care packages you help create to meet your special needs
- Free nursing assessment
- 24 hour-a-day care, seven days a week / Full-time or part-time
- At home, in hospital, in nursing and care homes
- Advice on how to get the most from your FREE provincial homecare benefits

Elba Haid
President and CEO

Angela Pollett
Client Care Manager



“I’m glad I’m not young, anymore.” This is a
song that  the French Actor Maurice Chevalier
sang in the opening scene of the movie
“Gigi”, starring Leslie Caron and Louis
Jourdan. Miss Caron plays the part of a play-
ful teenager cavorting in play with other
teenagers. For those of you who haven’t seen
this movie it is an excellent musical!

But, could that title not apply to some of us seniors today? I can
remember my first dancing lesson in Grade Five at Luxton School. Our
teacher had insisted that, as part of our curriculum, we should all
learn how to dance, and she chose me to dance with her! Well, I was
short for my age, my face was planted in her bosom, my right hand
was firmly planted in the small of her back. It was jiggly soft, and I was
very, very uncomfortable!

It almost turned me off dancing for life! Fortunately I later learned to
dance from my older sister, Betty, who was a dancing instructor, and I
really enjoyed it! I’m glad I’m not young anymore! 

Then there was the time that my next older brother (William, Willie,
Bill or Val) was entrusted with teaching me how to ride a bicycle. I was
having trouble keeping my balance, and he ran beside me holding on
to the seat, while shouting instructions. He was a hard taskmaster!

But, ultimately I did learn how to ride a bicycle, and really enjoyed
it! I’m glad I’m not young anymore!

That same older brother (he was 22 months older than I) had to
teach me how to drive a stick shift. It was coordinating the clutch and
the brake that was the problem for me! I’m glad I’m not young any-
more!

Take a look at members of the younger generation walking down the
street or in the shopping mall with a cellphone glued to the ears and
not paying attention to where they are going. They could walk into an
open manhole, still holding that instrument in their hands! Why do
they have to keep in touch 24/7? What’s wrong with a telephone

answering device? Can’t it wait until you get home? 
It’s called multi-tasking, and it’s instilled in the younger generation!

They are the I.T. (Information Technology) generation. They are the
ones camped out all night to get the latest version of the Apple I-
phone. By the time they get home it will be outdated! And what is the
latest app? (application). As a senior you certainly do not want to be
left behind! It can do everything, except make you a cup of coffee! You
want to check on the latest quotations on the Toronto Stock Exchange?
Get it on your I-phone. You don’t want to miss a thing do you?

Nothing seems to be private anymore! People talk loudly in restau-
rants, or in shopping malls. Have a little consideration for the other
customers! Who wants to hear about your private matters? And what
about common decency in the younger generation? How many
seniors have been cut off in traffic by an aggressive young man or
young woman? And you dare not honk your horn to let them know
that they are cutting too close! Then you will get the upraised finger!

What happened to respect for the older generation? They are the
“Me First Generation”.

What about the “Digital Generation”? Do you have grandchildren
that are glued to their digital games? Some of them may prefer this
instead of face to face conversation? And what about “please” and
“thank you”, when someone does something for you? It is the way we
were brought up! Actually, I’m glad I’m not young anymore, because
we seniors long for the Good Old Days!
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Harry Warren

We are seniors
Chapter no. 30

mayor’s cabinet-like Executive Policy
Committee.

Past and present provincial and civic
politicians should be embarrassed for

lacking the guts to see that civic politicians are paid well enough to
attract highly qualified people to seek office and have pensions gen-
erous enough to encourage people to leave instead of hanging on
election after election long after their best before date has gone by.
It’s cheap and easy politics to rail against pay increases and pen-
sions for politicians at election time, but it is not good policy. The
simple fact is that there are lots of ways for smart, highly qualified
and public spirited people to do public service, almost all of which
are better paid, less disruptive to their careers and easier to get into
than becoming city councillors. If we expect people on upward
career paths in business and the professions, indeed people build-
ing seniority in well paid jobs of any kind to be willing to interrupt
those career paths to serve on City Council - including subjecting
themselves to the electoral process - then we have to pay them a
decent salary for so doing and assure them, by a generous pension
plan, that when they leave office, whether voluntarily or by the will
of the electorate, they will not be terribly disadvantaged for having
taking time away from their careers to do this particular type of pub-
lic service. We also, frankly, don’t want councillors too afraid to
offend the rich and powerful in the City who are their potential
employers or patrons when they do leave Council.

In the last election our candidates for mayor were an incumbent
claiming to have been a successful businessman but in apparent
financial trouble before he became mayor and, ironically, a long
serving provincial and federal politician whose already accumulat-
ed pensions were no doubt great comfort that she would not suffer
financially had she been elected. Where are the bright and accom-
plished people with real world working backgrounds, the profes-
sionals, the teachers, the academics, the gainfully employed of any
kind? Where are the independent thinkers?

Those who now serve on Council have no doubt sacrificed a great
deal to make civic politics their careers. But is shouldn’t be a career.
It should be a temporary engagement in public service. If we want
the best and brightest to stand for those offices in future we need to
give them a reason to take the chance. If we want to encourage
independence of thought and action, we need to create a council
that is larger, that is more accessible to the public, that is composed
of members more likely to hold each other to a respectable and
proper ethical standard and that is sufficiently well paid to ensure
that independence.

Yes, there are lots of us who should be embarrassed for lots of rea-
sons. We have created a system of civic governance that does not
serve us well. Sam Katz and Phil Sheegl may, after investigation,
turn out to be current bad guys in the system but if they are it has to
recognized that they came to a place with a history and culture they
did not create. We - Manitobans - did. 

And about that we Manitobans should all be embarrassed until we
do something to fix it.
Rocky Kravetsky

Letter
Continued from page 5.

By

HARRY WARREN



BBYO launches “Beyond,” 
new gap year Israel experience

Program blends learning, travel, 
and community service

Washington DC – Committed to providing more Jewish teens with
more meaningful Jewish experiences, BBYO announces the launch of
a new pre-college, gap year program in Israel – “Beyond”
(www.beyondyear.org). The program brings together four significant
partners, including Authentic Israel, Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish
Campus Life, Masa Israel Journey, and Tel Aviv University to offer a
powerful academic experience along with service opportunities, lead-
ership programming and travel. Beyond is BBYO’s first gap year offer-
ing amongst its fast growing menu of Israel experiences offered under
its Passport brand.

“Knowing the impact of a gap year experience in Israel, we feel
compelled to leverage our expertise and experience in providing
powerful Israel experiences to increase the number of young Jews
engaging in long-term study in Israel,” says BBYO Executive Director,
Matthew Grossman. “Our teens have requested a gap year experi-
ence, Israeli and North American Jewish leaders have called for more
of these programs and we feel uniquely capable of delivering some-
thing scalable and life changing.”

Beyond applicants can choose between a 5 month and 9 month
experience, both of which are eligible for an automatic Masa schol-
arship of $1,000, with up to $3,000 more being available based on
financial need. 

With Tel Aviv University serving as the program’s home base, partic-
ipants have additional opportunities to explore Europe, engage in
community service in Africa, and develop new skills like scuba diving
and cooking. 

“Programs like Beyond prepare students to thrive in a competitive
university setting and shape their worldview in a way that gives mean-
ingful context to their academic studies” says Dr. Larry Moneta, Vice
President for Student Affairs, Duke University.

“We know that teens who participate in BBYO programs are much
more likely than their peers to seek out positions of leadership and
contribute to the world around them. We are pleased to partner in the
program and welcome them to our dynamic campus” said Pnina
Gadai Agenyahu, Director of Hillel at Tel Aviv University. “Being in
Israel and Tel Aviv specifically offers the unique learning experiences
of an environment that is both ancient and modern – where Biblical
archeology and micro-chip development are part of the fabric of daily
life.”
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Temple Shalom  
Is please to announce 

A new and segregated Jewish Cemetery 
Alternative as well as Traditional Jewish burial at

Bet Chaim…Mikdash Shalom
On the property of

Chapel Lawn Funeral Home
Proud to Serve in Your Community

4000 Portage Avenue
www.chapellawn.mb.ca

For information call  
453-1625 Temple Shalom

982-8108 Terri Hlady  Chapel Lawn

TEMPLE SHALOM ACTIVITIES!
Temple Shalom has wonderful upcoming events! It is our 50th

anniversary and plans are underway for a spectacular year.
CD Launch of “Shabbat Shalom” by Len Udow

Join us on Sat, Oct. 27 at 8:00 pm for a concert which will feature new
songs from his album, performed by 

Len and the Friday Nite Live Band. Refreshments to follow. Call (204)
453-1625 or email tshalom1@gmail.com to purchase tickets.
Annual Craft and Bake Sale

Sunday, Nov. 4, 1:00 - 4:00 pm. One stop holiday shopping! Hand-
crafted jewellery, pottery, aprons, personalized t-shirts, cards, water-
colours, home décor, purses, kippahs, talleisim, fabric art, & home-
made baking.
50th Anniversary Weekend

The weekend begins Friday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 pm with a Friday Shabbat
Service led by Rabbi Karen and Cantor Len. On Saturday November 17
at 10:30 am. Yoga Shalom Shacharit Service followed by Torah Study
with Rabbi Karen and a light lunch. “The Joseph Chronicles” continue
at 4:00 pm. Saturday night is “movie night” at 7:30 after Havdallah. On
Sunday, Nov. 18 at 1:00 pm, our experts will conduct workshops in
Challah baking and other crafts. Check our website for more informa-
tion as the date approaches. www.templeshalomwinnipeg.ca
Religious School

The school is on regular schedule Sundays at 9:45 am and
Wednesdays at 5:30 pm Hebrew classes ! Led by the dynamic trio of
Jennifer Curtis-Lane, Catherine Emanuel and Eileen Curtis, we offer
classes for ages 4 up to Bar Mitzvah. New students always welcome!
Events at Temple Shalom:
Fri. Oct. 19 at 7:30 pm: Shabbat Service led by Rabbi Karen Soria with
Cantor Len Udow
Sat. Oct. 20 at 10:30 am: Yoga Shalom. Uplift your body and soul!
Experience Shabbat Shacharit Service through Yoga.
Sat. Oct. 20 at 12:00 pm: Torah Study “Noah” led by Rabbi Karen Soria
with a light lunch.
Sat. Oct. 20 at 4:00 pm Torah Study “The Joseph Chronicles”. 
Sat. Oct. 20 at 7:30 pm Adult Ed and Havdallah.
Fri. Oct. 26 at 7:30 pm: Shabbat Service lay led by Sherry Wolfe-Elazar
with Cantor Len Udow. 
Fri. Nov. 2 at 7:30 pm: Shabbat Service lay led with Cantor Len Udow.
Fri. Nov. 9 at 7:30 pm: Shabbat Peace Service lay led by Ruth Livingston
in honour of Memorial Day.
Fri. Nov. 16 at 6:00 pm: Potluck Dinner - meat/pareve - no dairy. Please
RSVP to tshalom1@gmail.com and let us know what meat dish you will
be bringing.
Fri. Nov. 16 at 7:30 pm: Shabbat Service led by Rabbi Karen Soria and
Cantor Len Udow. 

Shalit gives first interview in Israel since release

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Gilad Shalit in his
first interview in Israel since his release
spoke of how he passed the time in cap-
tivity and his sense of great "relief" upon
being set free.

Israel's Channel 10 played excerpts from
the interview, undertaken near the first
anniversary of Shalit's release by Hamas
in a prisoner exchange from his more than
five-year captivity in the Gaza Strip. 

The full interview will be broadcast in
coming days, according to Channel 10.

Shalit, who was an Israeli soldier when
he was taken captive, said he played
board games with himself and made a
basketball out of socks that he aimed at
the wastebasket. 

He said he also drew maps – of the
country, of his community and of his
favorite places – so he would not forget
them. 

Speaking of his release, Shalit said he
felt a sense of great "relief" when he
crossed into Egypt and that he was dis-
concerted by the "flurry" of people around
him after only seeing a few people for
nearly six years. 

Shalit said he felt a lot of "pressure" during the trip from where he
was hidden to the Rafah border before being set free.

He added wryly that when he was forced to be interviewed on
Egyptian television, the interviewer was the first woman he had seen
since being taken captive. 

GILAD SHALIT: felt
a sense of great
"relief" when he
crossed into Egypt
and that he was dis-
concerted by the
"flurry" of people
around him after
only seeing a few
people for nearly six
years.



By SHARON 
ZAJDMAN
On All Hallows’ Eve,
when the veil is lifted at
the frontier between the
land of the living and
the land of the dead, I
walk through my neigh-
bourhood observing the
street theatre of sprites
and spooks floating
down the sidewalks

with expanding sacks as they bravely broach
the doors of duplexes and Gothic-like man-
sions draped with fake cobwebs, while cas-
sette players blast unearthly howls and
shrieks through loudspeakers hooked up on
the branches of the fading maple trees. Pint-
size trick-or-treaters are unashamedly chauf-
feured by accommodating parents. Tiny
witches and toddler-devils alight from vans
steered by their mothers. 

Shuffling through dead copper-coloured
leaves, past stuffed cadavers and hollowed-
out pumpkins, I remember a remote October.
Halloweens were simpler then, but still we
had to endure the presence of our parents.
My mother’s sister owned a dry goods store,
and would create elaborate costumes for me
and my older cousin Ava. In particular, I
remember the black-and-orange quilt with
matching cap which carved me into a pump-
kin. I had the figure for it. 

The autumn I’m reflecting on, however, I
went out as a gypsy. My aunt had sewn a
rainbow of chiffon scarves onto a belt, which
was attached to the area of my anatomy that,
we all hoped, would one day whittle down
into a waist. I wore a real skirt and tights
underneath the belt-load of scarves, to keep
me warm on the cold fall evening. I also wore
sturdy Oxford shoes, a sober white blouse,
and a red wool cardigan. A red sash, with
sequins sewn in, was wrapped around my
thick dark hair. With my flashing dark eyes
and hair red was, and always will be my
colour. My daddy said so. 

Ava, who played in the school band, lent
me her tambourine. Ava was going out as a
prince. The fact that she was female was irrel-
evant. She preferred princely hose to a
princess’ robe. As a prince, Ava got to wear
the mossy green tights she wasn’t allowed to
wear with her school tunic, and a form-fitting
forest-green tunic that her mother had draped
on her. I inspected my cousin’s costume. “You
don’t look like a prince; you look like Robin
Hood.” Ava was taken aback. “Weeell, Robin
Hood could be a prince.” To me, the line of
succession was smudged. “How?”
Disconcerted, Ava dismissed me. “Oh, you’re
always asking stupid questions!”

Since I was going trick-or-treating with my
older cousin and her best friend Rosie, I
warned my father not to tag along. “I’m seven
years old now. I’m going with the big girls.
Don’t embarrass me!” 

When dusk fell a plump little gypsy, a girl-
prince and her slave ventured into the dark
suburban streets. Rosie was Ava’s slave. Her
costume was easy. All she needed were
chains. Rosie was also an Elvis fan. On
Sundays Rosie would recline on my aunt’s
plush loveseat playing Ava’s Elvis records -
not the good songs, but the sappy ones that
were the soundtracks to those god-awful
movies. She would kiss his image on the
record jacket and hug and cuddle the jacket,
while he sang. She never seemed to care that
she was kissing painted cardboard. Rosie

would kiss Elvis’ picture ON THE LIPS! She
knew I was watching her, and she wasn’t
even embarrassed.

On this Halloween, the prince and her
slave carried sacks ready to be filled with edi-
ble treats, but all I had was a penny box for
UNICEF. My mother made me do it. There
was no point in asking anything for myself.
Even when I managed to come home with a
filled sack, my mother would confiscate my
loot and hand it over to the children’s hospi-
tal. “If chocolate and candy aren’t healthy,
then why are you giving it to kids who are
sick?!” Like my query on Robin Hood’s claim
to the throne, I never got an answer to that,
either.

Our motley trio’s outing was going well
until we turned a corner onto an abandoned
street. Our prince had led us there. Ava was
the eldest, and she was panic-stricken.
“There’s a man following us!” hissed Prince
Ava. She was right. A shadow loomed under
a street lamp. We stopped. The Shadow
stopped. When we started to walk, The
Shadow started to walk. We stopped again.
So did The Shadow. Rosie wanted to run, but
the chains she’d had attached to her ankles,
as well as to her wrists, prevented her from
doing so. I would never try to run, because I
knew I could never run fast enough. Prince
Ava and The Elvis Admirer were whipping
themselves into frenzy. I felt oddly calm.
There was something comfortingly familiar
about the tired, flat-footed step falling onto
the sidewalk behind us. “I’m going to see
who it is.” “No!” Prince Ava started to cry.
She stood paralysed. “Don’t turn around!”
“Aw, quit balling,” the littlest gypsy scolded
her older cousin. “This is dumb!” 

I turned to confront The Shadow; it’s always
best to confront one’s shadow. My suspicions
were confirmed. “Daaaadddy!” I shook the
tambourine at my taken-for-granted protector.
“You promised! You’re not supposed to be
here! How could you embarrass me?!” 

Caught in the light of the lamp, The Shadow
hung his head. “I didn’t want to!” My father
fibbed. Or maybe he didn’t. My father fos-
tered independence but father, like daughter,
was no match for the matriarch. “I’m sorry.”
Sheepishly, The Shadow apologized.
“Mummy made me. You know I can’t say no
to Mummy!”

Twenty years later, on a glorious October
morning, a memorial stone was laid at the
foot of my father’s grave. Even six months
after his death, his absence was unreal. Now
I felt real terror, and true fright. I descended
into a well of loneliness from which I’ve
never completely emerged. I’d never known a
world without my father and couldn’t imag-
ine adjusting to one, though I knew that I
must. The most I could hope for was to grow
strong in the broken place.

My mother stoically contemplated the
empty space beside my dad, waiting to be
filled. The rabbi chanted. I was choking on
stifled anguish. I thirstily gulped down the
cold autumn air and focused on the leaves
feathering the blue, cloudless sky…Crimson
and saffron and citrine; marmalade and scar-
let and apricot and tangerine, red mango and
burnished amber and tarnished gold foliage
exploded over my head like soundless fire-
crackers, their shades radiant as the spirit
over whose grave they hovered, dying vividly,
vibrantly, in riotous, unbridled bloom. The
leaves died as Daddy had died, as Daddy had
lived; vitally, resoundingly alive. 

Sharon Zajdman is a Montreal writer.
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The Asper Helping Hand Initiative
The Asper Helping Hand Initiative, an

interest-free loan program, is now in its
sixth year of assisting members of the
Jewish community of Manitoba who are
experiencing a temporary financial hard-
ship. Funding for this program is support-
ed generously by The Asper Foundation.
A borrower must be a Jewish resident of
Manitoba and be able to demonstrate
both a need for the loan as well as the
ability to repay it. Applicants must be
able to provide qualified guarantors who
are willing to cosign for the loan. These
interest free loans have assisted students,
seniors, single parents, longtime residents
and newcomers to Canada.

A recipient from the loan program had
these words of appreciation for the loan
she received:

“I just wanted to express my apprecia-
tion for the loan that I received. It allowed
me to purchase my first home which was
quite a milestone for me. Being a single
parent, with financial limitations, the
loan helped me to realize my dream of
being a homeowner. As a result my
future, and that of my children, is more
stable and secure.”

If you wish to find out about applying
for a loan please see the contact informa-
tion in the accompanying ad below or
view the JCFS website for more details.
www.jcfswinnipeg.org

Someone to watch over me
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Yiddish column

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at the
Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

ITAY ZUTRA

Emory University apologizes for
anti-Semitism at dental school
(JTA) – Emory University issued a formal

apology to Jewish dental students who
attended the school between 1948 and
1961 and faced anti-Semitism.

University President James Wagner deliv-
ered the apology at a special event
Wednesday night that included 32 former
students, now in their 70s and 80s, of the
Atlanta school. The students had received
failing grades, were thrown out of school or
were forced to repeat classes only because
they were Jewish.

"I hereby express in the deepest, strongest
terms, Emory’s regret for the anti-Semitic
practices of the dental school during those
years," Wagner said. "We at Emory also
regret that it has taken this long for those
events to be properly acknowledged. I am
sorry; we are sorry."

Among the 450 people present was Perry
Brickman, a retired oral surgeon from
Atlanta who was kicked out of Emory in
1952 along with his three Jewish classmates
and whose subsequent research about anti-
Semitism at Emory was an impetus for the
apology. Brickman spent many years inter-
viewing fellow Emory students who faced
discrimination, and his work was featured in
the documentary film “From Silence to
Recognition: Confronting Discrimination in
Emory’s Dental School History.”

The documentary was shown last year to
Emory’s board of trustees, who decided
there needed to be a public apology, Emory
University Vice President Gary Hauk told
JTA.

“When we saw Brickman’s documentary,
it was evident he had a story about discrim-
ination – one that needed to be confronted
and needed an apology,” Hauk said. “It’s a
regrettable part of the institution’s history,
and it’s shameful that it did happen. But
there’s a renewed agreement to make sure
discrimination like this doesn’t happen at
our school again.”

The documentary film also was shown at
Wednesday’s event.

“I was a good student, I did my work and
got good grades, but I still got a letter that I
was kicked out,” Brickman told JTA in an
interview. “The whole thing was so embar-
rassing. But there was nothing we could do
about it, so we just moved on and didn’t
speak to each other. Nobody in the commu-
nity wanted to do anything. We were deal-
ing with immigration issues and hate speech
from the KKK, so we didn’t want to make
waves.”

The anti-Semitic policies at the dental
school have been attributed to its then-dean,
John Buhler. In 1962, the Anti-Defamation
League presented the university with data
showing that 65 percent of Emory’s Jewish
students faced trouble – a sign, the organi-
zation said, of obvious discrimination. The
university at the time denied being anti-
Semitic, but shortly after Buhler resigned as
the school dean.

“We are grateful to President Wagner for
his forthright leadership in acknowledging
and apologizing for a policy that has haunt-
ed many of the Jewish students throughout
their long lives,” Bill Nigut of the ADL said
in a statement this week. “We are now hear-
ing powerful, painful stories of how they
came to doubt their own abilities, were
viewed as failures by parents and friends,
and had to rethink careers – all because the
dental school dean at the time was an anti-
Semite, and other administrators and faculty
either ignored or abetted his prejudice.”

Robert Lefkowitz, a Jewish biochemist and doctor, 
shares Nobel in chemistry

(JTA) – Robert Lefkowitz, a Jewish physician and biochemist, won the Nobel Prize in chem-
istry with Brian Kobilka, a Stanford University researcher. 

Lefkowitz, 61, and Kobilka, 57, won for “groundbreaking discoveries that reveal the inner
workings of an important family ... of receptors: G-protein-coupled receptors,” a posting Oct.
10 on the website of the Nobel Prize stated. Understanding how these receptors function
helped further explain how cells could sense their environment, according to the text.

They will share a $1.2 million grant from the Nobel Prize Committee.
Lefkowitz, a New York native who works at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute of Duke

University Medical Center in North Carolina, and Kobilka worked together to isolate and ana-
lyze a gene that led them to discover that “the receptor was similar to one in the eye that cap-
tures light. They realized that there is a whole family of receptors that look alike and function
in the same manner,” the Nobel Prize website said.

A day earlier, the Nobel Prize Committee in Stockholm announced that Serge Haroche, a
French-Jewish physicist, had won the Nobel Prize in physics with David Wineland of the
United States. The 2011 Nobel Prize in Chemistry went to Dan Shechtman of Israel’s Technion.

In 2008, Lefkowitz received the U.S. National Medal of Science. The Jewish Journal of
Greater Los Angeles reported at the time that he was one of three American-Jewish recipients
that year of the nation's highest honor in science and technology.



By BERNIE BELLAN
In June, 2005 the Crocus Fund was ordered placed into

receivership by the Manitoba Court of Queen’s Bench in
response to an application from the Manitoba Securities
Commission.

The firm of Deloitte and Touche was appointed as
Receiver and Manager. At the time, the individual who
assumed responsibility for managing Crocus’s affairs was
Russ Holmes, a vice-president of Deloitte. Holmes sug-
gested that it would take about five years to wind up Crocus’s affairs.

That was over seven years ago and, although we don’t hear much about
Crocus these days, the Receiver for Crocus is still exacting huge fees for
doing something, although why the fees are so high remains a mystery.
Russ Holmes has retired and has been replaced by Steve Peleck. According
to the June, 2012 Quarterly Report issued by the Receiver for Crocus (and
which is available online, as are all other reports issued by the Receiver at
http://www.deloitte.com/view /en_CA/ca/specialsections/insolvencyan-
drestructuringproceedings/crocusfund/index.htm), the Receiver received
$1,055,173 for managing the affairs of the Crocus Fund in the most recent
financial year.

In the seven years that Deloitte has been appointed Receiver for Crocus,
it has charged a total of $7,130,967 in fees. Each year that Deloitte has
been the Receiver, it has filed reports before the same judge in Queen’s
Bench, Madame Justice Deborah McCawley. Any Crocus Fund unitholder
is allowed to object to what is termed “the passing of accounts”, i.e. how
much the Receiver charges, by submitting an objection in writing to the
Receiver by a certain date in June, which the Receiver posts on the above-
named website. In reality though, it’s a rubber stamp process. The Receiver
tells the judge how much is to be paid to the Receiver and the judge gives
her assent.

Now, this might not be so objectionable if it were not for the fact that
there is almost nothing left of Crocus.

Here are some facts about the current state of what remains of the Crocus
Fund, all taken from the Receiver’s own reports: In June, 2005 there were
46 individual investee companies in the Crocus portfolio. By June, 2012

that number had dwindled to seven. There were no office
staff left. There was a total of $7.1 million in cash remain-
ing in the Crocus Fund along with a further $3.8 million in
accounts receivable. The Receiver placed a total value on
the seven remaining investments of $8.4 million. Thus, at
the very best, the Crocus Fund was still worth somewhere
over $19 million. Translated into share value, that would
mean something like $1.20 per share.

Yet the Receiver was still taking a huge amount of money
in fees for what by now had dwindled to a very small proposition.
Compare what the Receiver took in 2012 to what was being taken when
management of the Crocus Fund involved a great deal of work. Here are
the amounts taken by the Receiver each year from 2006-2011:
2006 - $1,421,578
2007 - $838,766
2008 - $1.047,404
2009 - $1,063,515
2010 - $1,115,056
2011 - $589,475

Now, while I’ve been looking at the Receiver’s reports each year, I had
been willing to give Deloitte the benefit of the doubt until this past June.
After all, devolving from 46 different relationships with Manitoba busi-
nesses was no easy matter. In fact, when I saw the June, 2011 report, which
indicated that the Receiver had reduced by almost half the amount he was
charging in fees, I thought that we’re nearing the end of this protracted
imbroglio.

Apparently that isn’t the case, however. $1,055,173 in fees for 2012?
What on Earth for, Steve?

How is it possible that, with only seven investee companies, the fees
have shot back to a level that they were when there were over 40 investee
companies? I’ve written before that Crocus is “the gift that keeps on giving
for whoever manages Crocus”. To that end I sent an e-mail to Steve Peleck
on October 4: “I have some questions about the amounts that you have
been taking as receiver for Crocus. From what I can see, based on infor-
mation in each of the June quarterly reports that have been filed for the past
7 years, receiver fees have come to a total of $7,130,967.

“However, while one might have expected that the amount you would
be taking each year would be decreasing concomitant with the decrease
in activity required to manage the Crocus Fund, according to the 2012
June report, you were paid $1,055,173 for the 2011-2012 year. Can you
explain why you took so much?”

“I ask this especially in light of the fact that, in the early years of the
receivership, when there was far more work involved for Deloitte, the
amounts paid were in the million dollar range, give or take a hundred
thousand dollars. In fact, in 2011 the amount paid to Deloitte had
decreased to $589,475, according to the June, 2011 quarterly report.

“I look forward to your response.”
To date I have yet to hear back from Mr. Peleck.
There is another ironic twist to this entire story. If you go to the above-

mentioned website that Deloitte maintains about Crocus, you will see that
a large part of the activity in which the Receiver is still engaged with regard
to Crocus concerns an ongoing lawsuit against the Winnipeg Goldeyes.

In the past I have written about the utter disingenuousness of Sam Katz
when it comes to his dealings with the Crocus Fund. How much longer is
Sam Katz going to maintain the ridiculous pretense that the Winnipeg
Goldeyes aren’t profitable and that because they aren’t profitable, because
of some sort of oral agreement that he had with another character whose
name conjures up painful memories for so many Crocus investors, James
Umlah, he is not required to repay anything to the Crocus Fund?

Good for the Receiver for not letting up in his pursuit of money that Sam
Katz ought to repay to Crocus investors. But, when it comes down to it, is
it, in effect, the case that we’re paying the Receiver huge amounts of
money to pursue a claim against the Winnipeg Goldeyes? Are we, in effect,
paying the Receiver large sums of money (not to mention large amounts to
lawyers contracted by the Receiver to pursue the claim against the
Goldeyes) in order to obtain back the money that the Goldeyes should
have repaid long ago? By the end of all this, will there be anything further
left for Crocus shareholders, or is that irrelevant to what the Receiver is
doing?

Now, wouldn’t it be ironic if we’re adding hugely to Deloitte’s coffers as
a result of some ridiculous charade that Sam Katz has been carrying on for
years, i.e. that the Winnipeg Goldeyes aren’t profitable?

Ah well, I suppose that’s what it comes to in this incredible saga of the
Crocus Fund. By the way, there is still more news to come in connection
with the class-action lawsuit that Crocus shareholders filed in 2007 against
a large cast of characters – and which has been extremely successful in
obtaining millions of dollars in settlements with various defendants.

Stay tuned for further details about the last remaining defendant to our
lawsuit – who has lost every appeal filed in an attempt to stymie our suit.
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Seven years after the Crocus Fund was placed in receivership - 
why is the Receiver still charging such huge fees?
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Israel news

DAI
WRITTEN BY IRIS BAHR

DIRECTED BY MICHAEL NATHANSON

FEATURING REBECCA AUERBACH

October 24 – November 4, 2012 
Winnipeg Jewish Theatre – 123 Doncaster St.

The most explosive play you will see this year.

Tickets www.wjt.ca or call 477-7478

LIGHTING DESIGN Larry Isacoff   

COSTUME DESIGN Angela Fey   

STAGE MANAGER Sheena Sanderson    

The Gail Asper Family Foundation Inc.

SEASON SPONSORS:                 

Debbie Gray

SHOW SPONSOR:                    

MEDIA SPONSOR:                  

WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE ALL OF OUR SPONSORS:

Hezbollah claims responsibility for drone that
entered Israeli airspace

JERUSALEM (JTA) – The leader of the Lebanon-based terror group
Hezbollah claimed responsibility for sending a drone into Israeli air-
space.

Hassan Nasrallah in a televised speech Thursday admitted to send-
ing the unmanned aerial vehicle, or UAV, which was followed, then
intercepted and shot down over the northern Negev by Israeli troops
on Oct. 6.

The admission came several hours after Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu issued a statement saying that Hezbollah was
responsible for launching the drone.

"We are acting with determination to protect our borders, as we pre-
vented last weekend an attempt by Hezbollah," Netanyahu said,
according to his office.

IDF spokesman Brig. Gen. Yoav Mordechai said the aircraft was
identified before entering Israeli airspace from the Mediterranean and
was downed in accordance with a decision of the IDF's top leaders.

The UAV reportedly was not carrying explosives and may have been
a surveillance drone

Esquire names Mila Kunis Sexiest Woman Alive
(JTA) – Actress Mila Kunis was named

Esquire's Sexiest Woman Alive for 2012.
The magazine, which shows Kunis on

the cover wearing just a pair of pants,
called Kunis "the most beautiful, opinion-
ated, talkative, and funny movie star that
we've all known since she was nine." The
issue hits newsstands on Oct. 16.

Kunis, who appeared on "That 70's
Show" as a teenager, and more recently
in the films "Black Swan" with Natalie
Portman and "Friends With Benefits" with
Justin Timberlake, described herself as a
"working actress." She talked about her
career and politics, but not her boyfriend Ashton Kutcher.

In talking about politics, she made reference to her Judaism.
"The way that Republicans attack women is so offensive to me. And

the way they talk about religion is offensive. I may not be a practicing
Jew, but why we gotta talk about Jesus all the time?" Kunis wondered.
"And it's baffling to me how a poor person in Georgia can say, 'I'm a
Republican.' Why?"
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Rady JCC Presents the Third Annual Tarbut: Festival of Jewish Culture 
Saturday, November 17 – Saturday, November 25

Where can you experience first-rate musical performances, a comedy
show, compelling author presentations, engaging films plus Winnipeg’s
most extensive sale of Jewish books, music and Chanukah gifts all in one
place and at the same time? Tarbut (which is Hebrew for culture) is the
Rady JCC’s program concept which brings together several cultural genres
and programs into one major arts event.

“The Rady JCC is thrilled to present the Tarbut Festival which highlights
the best of Jewish arts and culture and engages audiences from all cultur-
al backgrounds. We are pleased to have the opportunity to showcase both
world-class entertainment as well as our home-grown talent all in one
great Festival” said Gayle Waxman, Rady JCC Executive Director.
Saturday, November 17, 8:00 p.m.
Rachel Feinstein – An Evening of Humour

Rachel developed her hilarious, character-driver style by opening for her
father’s blues band as a kid. She was a finalist of Season 7 of “Last Comic
Standing,” was featured on Russell Simmon’s Presents Live at the El Ray
and has had her own half hour special “Comedy Central Presents: Rachel
Feinstein. She has also appeared on VH1’s Jewtastic and CNN’s Not Just
Another Cable News Show. Rachel headlines comedy clubs, festivals and
colleges across North America. Her first comedy album will be released
soon on Comedy Central Records. 
Sunday, November 18, 2:00 p.m.
Award-Winning Author David Bezmozgis
The Free World, Natasha & Other Stories 

Writer and filmmaker David Bezmozgis’ first book, Natasha and Other
Stories, won the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for Best First Book; it was
also a New York Times Notable Book of the Year and a finalist for the
Governor General’s Literary Award. His latest book The Free World, won
the Amazon.ca First Novel Award, the Canadian Jewish Book Award for
Fiction and was a finalist for the Governor General’s Literary Award, the
Trillium Book Award, the Scotiabank Giller Prize, and was selected for The
Globe and Mail’s “Very Best of 2011” list. In 2012, he was named one of
The New Yorkers “20 under 40.”
Sunday, November 18, 7:30 p.m.
Hava Nagila (The Movie)

Hava Nagila is a documentary romp through history, mystery and the
meaning of the great Jewish standard. It’s to music what the Bagel is to
food – a Jewish staple that has transcended its origins and become a
worldwide hit. Follow the infectious party song on its fascinating journey
from the shtetls of Eastern Europe to the cul-de-sacs of America in this
hilarious and surprisingly deep film. Featuring interviews with Harry
Belafonte, Connie Francis, Glen Campbell, Leonard Nimoy, Regina
Spektor and more, Hava Nagila (The Movie) takes viewers from Ukraine
and Israel to the Catskills, Greenwich Village, Hollywood and even
Bollywood. High on fun and entertainment, Hava Nagila (The Movie) is
also surprisingly profound, tapping into universal themes about the impor-
tance of joy, the power of music and the resilient spirit of a people.
Monday, November 19, 7:30 p.m.
Hadar Noiberg Middle Eastern Jazz Trio

Hadar Noiberg, flutist, composer and arranger, has established herself as
a major force in the Cuban, Jazz, and World Music scenes. With a lan-
guage that transcends her Middle Eastern roots, she fuses styles seamless-
ly. Growing up in Israel with its eclectic musical culture, Hadar was sur-
rounded by various styles of music that are a part of the Israeli melting pot:
Middle Eastern, Eastern European, Yemenite and Moroccan music, to
name only a few. Now she infuses her own compositions with those influ-
ences, sliding in and out of Jazz improvisation and Western harmonic
structure with Middle Eastern rhythms and semitones.

“Not one foot stayed still while the Hadar Noiberg Trio grooved tightly,
creating a great synthesis between world music and jazz.” (Bruchsal Jazz
Club, Germany)
Tuesday, November 20, 7:30 p.m.
Yemen Blues

Raw yet refined, the eclectic musicians in Yemen Blues bang on olive
cans, hit elusive micro tunes, and sing in invented languages. The ensem-
ble, powered by lead singer Ravid Kalahani’s distinctive charisma, has
already performed at some of the biggest and most prestigious festivals
around Europe and North America. Led by outstanding percussionists
Itamar Doari and Rony Iwryn who have worked with some of Israel’s
superstars such as Avishai Cohen, Idan Raichel and Ofra Haza, these
world class percussionists bring their sixth sense for rhythm, rattling keys
and drumming out gorgeous beats on olive tins.  This six-member group
conjures a world where Arabic and Jewish, African and Middle Eastern,
blues and funk all interweave with a depth of feeling that has wowed audi-
ences all over the world. 

“With its explosive, 21st century brew of Yemenite-Jewish song and
poetry, West African grooves, and American jazz, blues and funk, Yemen
Blues is the most exciting new world music act out of Israel.” (Ashkenaz
Festival)
Wednesday, November 21, 7:30 p.m.
Little Rose (Róeyczka)

In this gripping feature film, a beautiful young woman is recruited by the
secret police to discredit a Jewish professor in this intense and erotically
charged drama set against the backdrop of antisemitism in 1968 Poland.
As part of a government campaign to disgrace academics, intellectuals
and other dissenting voices, Colonel Rozek persuades his sexy but naive
girlfriend Kamila to spy on the writer and suspected Zionist Warczewski.
Uninterested in communist doctrine, she nevertheless goes along to
seduce the academic and assembles information evidence against him,
operating under the code name Róeyczka (Little Rose). Their relationship
deepens, loyalties waver, and a dangerous love triangle develops. Loosely

based on renowned Polish author Paweł  Jasienica’s autobiography, LITTLE
ROSE, the dangerous love triangle and hazardous play of emotions take
place against the setting of 1968 mayhem and antisemetic crusade
unleashed to serve political purposes.
Thursday, November 22, 7:30 p.m.
Fiddler in the Golden Land Program
with Sandi Krawchenko Altner author of Ravenscraig

A lively evening of musical entertainment and nostalgic memories of the
early days in Winnipeg’s North End.  

Sandi Krawchenko Altner will present a reading from Ravenscraig her
best-selling historical novel and winner of the 2012 Carol Sheilds Book
Award about Winnipeg and lead a discussion about the dreamers and
strivers who first settled in the North End.  Sandi will share stories she
learned from her many years of research on Winnipeg’s boomtown years
a century ago, when it was among the fastest growing cities on the conti-
nent. The research inspired the fictional Zigman family of Ravenscraig,
Russian Jewish immigrants who struggled to put down roots in Canada.
Sandi will also describe the living conditions suffered by the North End’s
mix of Jews, Ukrainians and other “foreign born” residents, and the pas-
sion that developed in “the foreign quarter”   that ultimately led to
Winnipeg’s North End becoming known as one of Canada’s greatest
neighbourhoods for “rags to riches” success stories. It is Tarbut’s pleasure
to invite all who have a connection to, or affection for Winnipeg’s
North End to join us for this special evening of nostalgia and celebration.

“Wonderful…Welcome to Downton Abbey and Upstairs Downstairs
with a Winnipeg twist.”

(Winnipeg Free Press)
Saturday, November 24, 8:00 p.m.
Before and After Graceland: A Tribute to Paul Simon with Glenn Buhr’s
Broken Songs Band

“Like a bridge over troubled water…” Who doesn’t know the music of
Paul Simon? Paul Simon’s Graceland, which debuted 25 years ago, creat-
ed a new world musical fusion. Combining American and African musi-
cal idioms while igniting an intense political crossfire, Paul Simon was
accused of breaking the UN cultural boycott of South Africa designed to
end the Apartheid regime. In 1986, the album sold 14 million copies
worldwide, and received universal praise from critics around the globe.
By January of 1987, “You Can Call Me Al” was everywhere and Graceland
won Album of the Year at the Grammy Awards in 1987. Glenn Buhr is a
composer, music curator, producer, band leader and improvisational
pianist. The outstanding local musicians of The Broken Songs Band return
to Tarbut: Festival of Jewish Culture, with a tribute to the music of Paul
Simon. Paul Simon’s Graceland, which debuted 25 years ago, created a
new world musical fusion, combining American and African musical
idioms. The album sold 14 million copies and received universal praise
around the globe. 
Sunday, November 25, 11:00 a.m.
Rockin’ Chanuka Concert with Rick Recht
PJ Library Family Event

Rick Recht is the top-touring musician in Jewish music and is widely
recognized for his appeal to young and family audiences. Recht’s electri-
fying live performances have captured the hearts of a generation of fans
discovering the inspiration of contemporary Jewish music. While in
Winnipeg, Recht will perform songs from his newest PJ Library children’s
album, Look at Me, as well as his newly released album Simply Shabbat,
and other selections from his hit Jewish rock  albums. Presented by the
Rady JCC and the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg. 
Saturday, November 17- Sunday, November 25 
Exhibit of Jewish Artists

Silent Auction. Proceeds to the Rady JCC
Works by renowned artists Caroline Dukes, Leonard Marcoe, Shoshana

Shalev-Minuk and Elana El will be on display during the Tarbut: Festival of
Jewish Culture. The Exhibit of Jewish Artists is presented in cooperation
with the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada.
Sunday, November 25, 2:00 p.m.
Jewish Art or Art Made by Jews? Discussion with Amy Karlinsky

Join Amy Karlinsky as she considers the multiple reasons for art making
in the contemporary context, and shares examples of powerful work by
Jewish women artists from the local scene. This event comprises a thirty
minute lecture  followed by a facilitated discussion about some partici-
pants’ work. If you wish to include your art and participate in this dis-
cussion please bring in one example of your work or you may send in
advance one jpeg for projection to Rebecca Brask at rbrask@radyjcc.com
before November 18. 

Artists and those who enjoy art are most welcome to attend.
Amy Karlinsky has published over 100 reviews, essays and catalogue

texts on the visual arts from Inuit Art Quarterly to the Winnipeg Free Press,
Border Crossings and Queen’s Quarterly. She has curated exhibitions 
such as Figure Ground (2005) and Head Space (2008) at the WAG. She is
currently a Board Member of the Manitoba Arts Council, a former Chair
of the MAWA Board and she is on the Manitoba Education Arts curricu-
lum committee. She holds a BA in Visual Arts Bed in Art Education and an
MA in art history.  

All programs will take place at the Rady Jewish Community Centre. 
For tickets and packages please call the Rady JCC or on-line at

www.radyjcc.com.
Please check the Tarbut: Festival of Jewish Culture ad for information on

book sale hours.
The Rady JCC acknowledges the generous support of the following

sponsors: Marjorie & Morley Blankstein, Viscount Gort Hotel, Winnipeg
Free Press and Jewish Post and News.
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Tickets/Info: 204-477-7510
www.radyjcc.com - click on ticket central
Rady JCC I Berney Theatre I Asper Jewish Community Campus I 123 Doncaster Street

Marjorie & Morley 
Blankstein

Third
Annual

Music Film Authors

Hadar Noiberg
Middle Eastern Jazz Trio
Monday, November 19, 7:30 pm

“…a great synthesis between world
music and jazz.” 

(Bruchsal Jazz Club, Germany)

Yemen Blues
Tuesday, November 20, 7:30 pm

“...Yemenite-Jewish song and poetry,
West African grooves, and American jazz,
blues and funk, Yemen Blues is the most
exciting new world music out of Israel.”

(Ashkenaz Festival)

Before and After Graceland: 

A Tribute to
Paul Simon

with
Glenn Buhr's 

Broken Songs Band
Saturday, November 24, 8:00 pm

Margaret Sweatman, Glenn Buhr, 
Greg Lowe, Steve Hamilton, 

Daniel Roy, Scott Senior

Dav id Bezmozgis
The Free World, 

Natasha & Other Stories
Sunday, November 18, 2:00 p.m.

Sandi 
Krawchenko Al tner

Author of Ravenscraig
Fiddler in the Golden Land Program
Thursday, November 22, 7:30 pm
A lively evening of musical entertainment 
and nostalgic memories of the early days 

in Winnipeg’s North End.

Exhibit of Jewish Artists
Saturday, Nov. 17–Sunday, Nov. 25

Works by renowned artists Caroline Dukes, 
Leonard Marcoe, Shoshana Shalev-Minuk & Elana El

Silent Auction: Proceeds to the Rady JCC

Sunday, November 25, 2:00 p.m.
Jewish Art or Art Made by Jews?
Discussion with Amy Karlinsky

JEWISH BOOK SALE AT TARBUT
Winnipeg’s most extensive selection of books,

music, Chanukah items & gifts for sale.
Sundays, November 18 & 25 

10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday, Nov. 19 – Thursday, Nov. 22

10:00 am - 8:00 pm
Friday, November 23 

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Hava Nagila
(The Movie)

Sunday, November 18, 7:30 pm
Follow the infectious party song on its
fascinating journey from the shtetls of

Eastern Europe to the cul-de-sacs of America
in this hilarious and surprisingly deep film. 

Li t t le Rose
Róeyczka

Wednesday, November 21, 7:30 pm
A sexy, gripping portrait of a culture 
of suspicion in 1960s Poland, where 

everyone’s motives are suspect.

Entertainment
Rachel Fe instein

An Evening of Humour
Saturday, November 17, 8:00 pm

Best known as a finalist on Season 7 
of NBC's Last Comic Standing

Rockin’ Chanukah Concert
With Rick Recht

Sunday, November 25, 11:00 am
PJ Library Family Event

Glenn Buhr

Rachel 
Feinstein

Sandi 
Krawchenko Altner

David 
Bezmozgis

Rick Recht

Yemen Blues

Hadar Noiberg 
Middle Eastern 

Jazz Trio

Hava Nagila
(The Movie)

Little 
Rose



“Although theatre ownership in Winnipeg
was eventually dominated by chains with
international ties and most rural theatres were
locally owned, four Manitoba families played
major roles in the history of motion picture
theatres in the province,” writes Winnipeg
author Russ Gourluck in his fascinating new
book, Silver Screens on the Prairie: An
Illustrated History of Motion Picture Theaters

in Manitoba (Great Plains Publications 305 pg. $29.95)
Gourluck, a retired school principal, is the author of four previous

books – all best sellers: A Store Like No Other: Eaton’s of Winnipeg
(2004), Going Downtown: A History of Winnipeg’s Portage Avenue
(2006), Picturing Manitoba: Legacies of The Winnipeg Tribune (2008)
and The Mosaic Village: An Illustrated History of Winnipeg’s North End
(2010). 

Those four families that Gourluck refers were Jewish: the Morton
family of Winnipeg, who had a partnership with the British-owned
Odeon Theatre Co to form the Odeon-Morton Theatre Company; the
Miles family, which owned the Lyceum Theatre plus many neighbour-
hood theatres in Winnipeg; the Rothstein Family, which mostly owned
rural theatres, as well as the Rose Theatre on Sargent Avenue; and, the
Asper Family.

“Leon and Cecilia Asper became theatre owners because the arrival
of talking pictures threatened to put them out of work as professional
musicians,” says Gourluck. 

“Leon was a violinist who had studied at the Odessa Conservatory
in Ukraine, and Cecilia was an accomplished pianist. They had
become sweethearts in Ukraine, immigrated separately to Canada,
and were married in Winnipeg in 1924. Needing to find work imme-
diately, Leon abandoned his classical musical career and was hired
within three days of his arrival in Winnipeg to play in the pit orches-
tra of the Capitol Theatre. 

“They soon relocated to Calgary, where Leon became the conductor
of the orchestra in the Palace Theatre and Cecilia became a pianist.”

When talkies arrived in 1927, Leon realized that live pit orchestras
in motion picture theatres - and their jobs - would soon disappear,
Gourluck, who conducted about 150 interviews by telephone for this
book, said during an interview with The Jewish Post & News. 

“He had a talent for cueing music (choosing appropriate music for
specific movie scenes) and was offered a job scoring pictures in
Hollywood. However, with their first child on the way the Aspers

decided to look into purchasing a movie theatre,” he added. 
“The owner of the Palace helped them identify a number of theatres

in western Canada that were for sale, Leon took a motor journey to
visit them, and in the fall of 1929 he bought the Lyric Theatre (also
known as the Opera House) in Minnedosa from a Mr. McCampling.
The Aspers moved to Minnedosa in 1929 with their newborn son
Aubrey. Their daughter Hettie was born the next year, and their third
child, Israel (Izzy), was born in 1932.” 

Later the Aspers purchased their second theatre, the Roxy in
Neepawa, in 1935, but continued to live in Minnedosa. 

“Leon drove to Neepawa every Monday, stayed in the King Edward
Hotel next door to the theatre, and returned home after the Saturday
night show ended. Sunday was the only day the family had together,”
observed Gourluck.

“After deciding to establish a chain of theatres that they could pass
on to their children, Leon and Cecilia purchased the Boyne Theatre in
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Books

Four Jewish families dominated movie theatres in Manitoba for years 

Continued on page 19. See “Silver Screens on the Prairie”.

By MARTIN ZEILIG
1) From an interview with Aubrey Asper

about working with his parents, Leon and
Cecilia, in the movie theatre business: 

“Aubrey recalls that, as a child, he went with
his father every week to neighbouring com-
munities like Newdale, Bethany and
Basswood to post “one-sheets” (4-foot by 3-
foot posters) on a board in each community to
advertise the movies being shown in
Minnedosa. The Lyric had movies every
evening except Sunday, as well as a Saturday
matinee. Later, as business increased, there
were two evening showings each on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. The pro-
grams changed every Monday and Thursday.
Leon implemented a ‘preview night’ on
Wednesdays where a late night (10:00 p.m.)
advance showing of the Thursday feature was
offered at a special admission price of 20
cents (a five-cent discount). 

‘“Saturday was a big night in rural Manitoba,” Aubrey explains.
“The farmers came to town and you couldn’t get a parking spot on
the main drag in either Neepawa or Minnedosa. For the second
showing on Saturday night we had line ups down the street.”’’ 

“Business was boosted by the opening of the Commonwealth Air
Training Plan School in Neepawa in 1939. Although the base had its
own movie theatre, an evening at the Roxy was an opportunity for
military men to meet young local women. 

“When he was 12, Aubrey became the summer relief for the secre-
tary. All three Asper children were responsible for checking seats for
‘sittability’ and performing minor repairs and adjustments. “Neither
Izzy or I were particularly adept at a hammer or screwdriver, but that

was the job we had,” Aubrey explains.
Another part of that job was scraping gum
from the bottoms of the seats. “That was not to
my brother’s liking,” Asper smiles.

2) “Although Famous Players and Odeon-
Morton dominated the first-run movie scene
in Winnipeg until the 1980s, Winnipeg’s Miles
family were the kings of the neighbourhood
theatres. 

“Jacob (Jake) Miles became involved in busi-
ness shortly after arriving as an 18-year-old
immigrant from Russia in 1905. He started as
a painting contractor, but he soon owned
three bicycle repair shops and opened
Winnipeg’s first Harley-Davidson motorcycle
dealership. 

“Miles’ interest in motion pictures led to the
building of his first theatre, the Palace on
Selkirk Avenue, in 1912. The Plaza and the
Rose, opened in partnership with Nathan

Rothstein, followed in the 1920s. During the 1930s, Miles, with the
involvement of other family members, acquired three existing the-
atres from Universal Pictures: the Lyceum on Portage Avenue and the
Starland and College on Main Street. Two of the city’s most architec-
turally distinctive theatres were Miles projects. The Roxy on
Henderson Highway (1929) and the Uptown on Academy Road
(1931) were atmospheric theatres with a Moorish Village theme
designed by Winnipeg architect Max Blankstein. In 1949 and 1950,
Jacob Miles gave Winnipeg its first drive-in theatres, the Pembina on
Pembina Highway and the Eldorado on Henderson Highway. In the
mid-1930s, Western Theatres, a partnership between the Miles fami-
ly and Famous Players, was formed, and a number of Miles-owned
Winnipeg theatres benefited from the advertising and film booking of
the internationally connected Famous Players.”

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

RUSS GOURLUCK: “Although theatre ownership in Winnipeg was
eventually dominated by chains with international ties and most
rural theatres were locally owned, four Manitoba families played
major roles in the history of motion picture theatres in the
province.”

Some excerpts from Silver Screens on the Prairies: 
An Illustrated History of Motion Picture Theaters in Manitoba (by Russ Gourluck)



Carman in early
1941,” 

He got the idea for
writing this book

while writing his earlier book about Portage Avenue.
“I wrote about movie theatres, among other things,” explained

Gourluck, adding that the “golden age” of movie theatres lasted from
the early 1930s - until the early to late 1950s – then television came
along. 

“So, I thought it would be very interesting to do something about
movie theatres in Manitoba in general. It turned out to be a much big-
ger project than I ever thought it would be. What I didn’t realize is that
every town and village in the province had its own movie theatre –
sometimes two of them.

His research showed, among other things, that movie theatres were
an important part of the social fabric of those communities. 

“They were places to socialize, not just to see movies,” emphasized
Gourluck, adding that some of the best stories in the book are about
the joys and challenges of operating a movie theatre in rural
Manitoba.

“Many people told me, on different occasions, that families from the
surrounding area would flock to the towns to meet their friends, do
their shopping and, of course, go to the movie, particularly on
Saturday night.”

Silver Screens on the Prairie is a tribute to those theatres and, as the
author writes, “what they have meant to generations of Manitobans.” 

The official book launch is on Sunday, October 28 at 2:00 p.m. at
McNally Robinson Booksellers at the Grant Park Mall. 
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An evening with Adele
We all know, or should know, Adele Wiseman, the North End Jewish

woman whose first novel, The Sacrifice, won the Governor – General’s
Prize for literature in 1956 and received critical international acclaim.
Not only a vivid novel about immigrant Jewish life and moral decision
– making, The Sacrifice was a crucial step in transforming Canada from
an Anglo-French country in which Jews and other “ethnics” were mar-
ginalized into today’s multicultural society. Following her own path,
Wiseman published only one more novel along with several children’s
books and memoirs.

Family and friends had the privilege of knowing the personal side,
with her warmth and concern. As childhood friend Alan Belkin noted in
a memorial speech after Adele’s death in 1992, her sense of family
extended beyond the nuclear family to embrace others. Still, her close
relationship with her parents is first and foremost.

Recently, the Wiseman family donated three large boxes of letters and
unpublished manuscripts to the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western
Canada. These form the basis for our November 12 program. Wiseman
corresponded extensively with her parents in Yiddish and selected let-
ters will be read that night, some in the original, some translated by the
Winnipeg Yiddish Women’s Reading Circle. The letters show the
Wiseman’s family deep involvement with each other and Adele’s
sprightly humour.

“An Evening with Adele” will also highlight selected readings of
Wiseman’s works, her drawings and excerpts from interviews. There will
be an exhibit of photographs, some of Wiseman’s letters, drawings and
other items. Roland Penner will recount his friendship with her.
Professor Neil Besner will assess Wiseman’s significance in Canadian lit-
erary history. 

Quotes from Adele Wiseman (From: The Worst of Times The Best of
Times: Growing up in Winnipeg’s North End by Harry and Mildred
Gutkin, 1987): 

“I know that life is sordid. What I’m looking for is the spark that shows
potential humanity. A society’s mores become rigid and meaningless
when you follow them without question. They become chains, prisons.
An act which breaks the mores forces you to redefine them.

It seems to me that one really learns truth at the point where the pos-
sible transgresses the permissible, at the edge of what society allows.
And this is classically so in literature. As I’ve said before, the writer goes
down into hell and returns, saying ‘this is what it is like. You don’t have
to go, because my characters were there for you.”

“As for myself, I couldn’t really tell you what the North End has given
me. When I left home, essentially what I took home was…. the North
End.”

“What seems quite clear is that Yiddish as a language couldn’t survive
because there was no way to live strictly in Yiddish. Even in the North
End. Nevertheless, I heartily applaud every attempt to keep it alive, for
it embodies a unique way of feeling.

Silver Screens on the Prairie
Continued from page 18.

Wiseman Program - 
statement from Prof. Ruth Panofsky

I have devoted much of my time and scholarship to the life and work of Adele Wiseman and I am gratified to know that she is being cele-
brating this evening by the Jewish Heritage Centre.  I am especially pleased that the Centre is the repository for the latest deposit of Wiseman
materials, which supplements the Wiseman papers held at York University in Toronto.  It is my hope that this new material, which offers a rare
window onto Wiseman's early personal life, will someday find its way into a biography of the author.  This archive provides invaluable insight
into Wiseman's life and times and confirms her importance as a modern Canadian writer.  Wiseman's enduring work and the distinctive con-
tours of her full and rich life warrant our attention.

Report: Israel, U.S. considering joint ‘surgical
strike’ on Iran

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Israel and the United States are considering a
joint “surgical strike” targeting Iranian uranium enrichment facili-
ties, a former Clinton administration official who is close to the
Obama administration said.

David Rothkopf, an international relations expert writing in
Foreign Policy, cited a source close to the discussions between Israel
and the Obama administration as saying the strike would take a
couple of hours in the best case and a day or two overall.

The source said the strike would be conducted by air using pri-
marily bombers and drone support.

Rothkopf said in the article that there is not “exact agreement on
what constitutes a ‘red line,’ “ but that “the military option being
advocated by the Israelis is considerably more limited and lower risk
than some of those that have been publicly debated.”

The surgical strike option could not be conducted alone by the
Israelis, Rothkopf wrote. In order to reach Iran’s underground urani-
um enrichment facility at Fordow, the attack would require bunker-
busting bombs that Israeli planes are not equipped to carry.

“The mission, therefore, must involve the United States, whether
acting alone or in concert with the Israelis and others,” Rothkopf
wrote.

Rothkopf called on the Obama administration to make the option
of a surgical strike more clear, saying that it would make a U.S.
threat of force that much more credible.



We have just fin-
ished the holidays  -
Rosh Hashanah,
Sukkot and Simchas
Torah. Now we can
get serious about
having some lighter
meals to enjoy. The
recipes here are

going to be tasty, pure and satisfying.
The last several weeks I have taken care of

my religious soul. I have been to shul count-
less times, been involved in many dinners,
shopped for kosher wines, fought my way at
the butchers store.

Now it’s back to reality to commit to goals
and challenges for the New Year. I will get
plenty of sleep, exercise and smile. I will get
back to healthy eating practices. This year I
will look for small experiences in daily life to
boost my happiness and keep a healthy mind
and an energized body. Planning to have the
right foods at home makes it easier to stay on
a plan so that when eating challenges arise
you will have the items at your fingers to
make good choices in your meal preparation.

Have a great year ahead and the goals you
are looking for.

* * *
CURRY CHICKEN SALAD

1 tsp ginger
2 tsp curry powder
1/4 tsp sea salt
1/4 tsp ground pepper
3 boneless, skinless chicken breast halves
3 tbsp lime juice
1/4 cup light mayonnaise
1 tsp honey
1 ripe mango diced
1/2 cup red seedless grapes halved
1/3 cup raw cashews
2 ripe avocados

Preheat oven 400. Line cookie sheet with
foil. In a bowl whisk spices together. Cut each
chicken breast in half to make six pieces. Toss

the chicken in the spices. Place on foil and
drizzle lime juice. Fold up the foil sides and
create a packet. Bake 30 minutes until chick-
en is cooked through. Open the packet and
let the steam escape.

Cool for a minute and cut up chicken in
cubes. Coat chicken with the mayonnaise
and honey. Let it sit a couple minutes to
absorb the honey. Gently stir in the mango,
grapes, and cashews. Slice each avocado and
remove the pits. Score the flesh. Add the
diced avocado to the chicken. Fold mixture
together. Serve immediately or chill until
ready.

* * *
BAKED APPLES WITH PECANS

9 Rome or granny smith apples
1/2 cup applesauce
1/2 cup dark raisins
1/3 cup chopped pecans
1/2 cup sugar, divided
1 tbsp fresh lemon juice
1/2 tsp cinnamon
4 tsp unsalted margarine

Preheat oven 375. Partially peel 8 apples,
leave the bottom half of the fruit intact.
Remove the core with a melon scooper. Cut a
thin slice at the bottom of the apple so it can
stand up. Peel the remaining 1 apple and
dice. Combine with applesauce, pecans,
raisins, 1/3 cup sugar, lemon juice and 1/4 tsp
cinnamon. Fill apples with stuffing mixture
and sprinkle with a little sugar and cinnamon.
Add water to the dish of 1/2 inch. Bake 1

hour until tender, baste with pan juices. Serve
warm.

* * *
CRISPY RICE CRACKER SALAD

1 bag shredded green cabbage
1/2 cup seasoned rice vinegar
1 tbsp hosin sauce
1 tbsp honey
1 tsp coarse sea salt
1 tsp dry mustard powder
1 tsp ginger
1 tsp fresh ground pepper
1/ 2 cup oil ( I use less )
3 tbsp sesame oil
2 tbsp water
1 cup rice crackers 

This can’t be easier. Place the cabbage in a
bowl. Place all the seasoning and oils in a
bowl and whisk together. Mix with the cab-
bage and then fold in crushed crackers.

* * *
COD IN A LIGHT LIME SAUCE

6 cod fillets
1/4 tsp salt
1/4 tsp cracked black pepper
4 tbsp olive oil
1 lime halved

Preheat oven 425. Spray a pan with non
sticking spray. Rinse cod and pat dry. Place in
prepared pan. Sprinkle with salt and pepper.
Drizzle with olive oil. Squeeze juice of half a
lemon over fish. Cut remaining half in 4 thin
slices. Bake uncovered at 425, 20 minutes.
Serve with brown rice.

* * *
HEALTHY LITE MACARONI AND CHEESE

1 small butternut squash, peeled seeded and
cut into 1 inch cubes 
1 cup vegetable stock
1 1/2 cups non fat milk
1 lb elbow macaroni
4 ounces extra sharp cheddar cheese finely
grated
1/2 cup part skim ricotta

4 tbsp finely grated
parmesan cheese
2 tbsp bread crumbs

Preheat oven 375.
Combine stock,
milk, squash, and
bring to boil over
medium heat.
Reduce heat to
medium until
squash is soft -
about 20 minutes.
Remove from heat.
Add enough water
to a pot and boil
add macaroni and
cook until done.
Drain and add the
squash mixture and
cheese. Lightly
spray pan a 9 inch
square dish. Add the
noodle mixture.
Sprinkle with bread-
crumbs that have
been tossed with 1
tbsp olive oil on top
of macaroni. Cover
with foil and bake
for 20 minutes then
remove foil and
continue baking 40
minutes more.
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After the holidays

By

FRANCINE TELLER

Now it’s back to reality to
commit to goals and challenges

for the New Year. I will get
plenty of sleep, exercise and

smile. I will get back to healthy
eating practices.



ter over U.S.-Israel relations.
But none of these political leaders repre-

sents a formidable challenge to
Netanyahu. Nor is the current balance of

power between right and left, which currently favors the right, expected to
change. The seats split between Israel’s center-left and left parties may
change configuration, but the right-wing bloc in Netanyahu’s coalition is
expected to keep its dominant position.

Kadima, the 6-year-old party started by Ariel Sharon that won the most
seats in the last election, in February 2009, is likely to cede the most
ground. Some polls predict that Kadima, which was part of the Netanyahu
government this year for more than two months, will win as few as eight
seats. The Labor Party is likely to pick up many of the voters defecting from
Kadima. Polls show Yachimovich could lift Labor to as many as 20 seats,
up sharply from the eight it now has but significantly down for a party that
once was one of the two main parties in Israel.

As a sign of Netanyahu’s strength, both Kadima and Labor are seen as
potential coalition partners for Likud, and neither Yachimovich nor Mofaz
have ruled that out. The only non-Arab party that has vowed not to join
Netanyahu in a coalition is Meretz, which controls just four seats.

“It will be entertaining to watch them fight for their place in line,” colum-
nist Yossi Verter wrote in Haaretz.

Netanyahu cited his coalition’s failure to pass a budget as the reason for
calling the early elections now.

As it has for his entire term, the issue of how to stop Iran’s alleged nuclear
weapons program could dominate the campaign. In addition, the Arab
Spring and the regional instability in Egypt and Syria may work to
Netanyahu’s advantage, according to Hebrew University political science
professor Avraham Diskin.

“If people see there’s a threat, people always go to the right,” Diskin told
JTA. The only real threats to Netanyahu’s third term are not in the Knesset
right now. They include Ehud Olmert, the former prime minister from
Kadima who recently was cleared of the corruption case that prompted his
resignation in 2008; Livni, who resigned from the Knesset after losing to
Mofaz in Kadima primaries in March; and Yair Lapid, a journalist turned

politician who has founded a new centrist secular party called Yesh Atid,
which translates as There is a Future.

But Olmert still faces corruption charges in other trials, and he has not
yet said whether he will try to make a political comeback. Olmert said he
will reach a decision in a few days. At least one Likud Knesset member,
Tzipi Hotovely, reportedly is looking into legal options to ban Olmert from
running, given the indictments he still faces.

It’s also unclear whether Livni will run or which party she’d join if she
does. Livni has failed twice to form the coalition government that would
have made her prime minister – once when she inherited Kadima’s mantle
after Olmert’s resignation, and then when Kadima edged the Likud by one
seat in the 2009 elections.

As for Lapid, while his entrance into politics was greeted by much hype
– he’s also the son of the late secular politician Yosef “Tommy” Lapid – he
has no experience in government and is not considered a viable alterna-
tive to Netanyahu when it comes to Israel’s foreign policy challenges.

Yachimovich and Lapid could try to swing the campaign back to the
economy, playing to the economic liberalism advocated by Israelis in the
mass socioeconomic protests of the summer of 2011. But even there
Netanyahu is seen as having significant advantages: The economic crisis
that slammed the United States and Europe largely has bypassed Israel.

Netanyahu “has the ability to say there’s a world crisis and it’s only hit
Israel lightly,” Gideon Rahat, another Hebrew University political science
professor, told JTA. “The social protests did not succeed in topping the
agenda.” 

In his speech announcing the early elections, Netanyahu touted the sta-
bility of his current coalition, which excluding this year’s brief unity gov-
ernment has fluctuated between 64 and 68 members since 2009 without
any real coalition crises.

Netanyahu owes that stability to a solid bloc of right-wing parties includ-
ing the nationalist Yisrael Beiteinu headed by Avigdor Liberman; the reli-
gious nationalist HaBayit HaYehudi; the Sephardic Orthodox Shas Party;
and United Torah Judaism.

These parties, polls show, will not grow or shrink substantially, with one
possible wild card: Aryeh Deri, the former Shas leader who left politics in
2000 after being convicted of corruption. Deri may run again, even if it
means starting a rival party to Shas. Should he win a small bloc of seats, he
could become a kingmaker to either a right-wing or left-wing coalition.
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Continued from page 1.
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Barak after clear-the-air meeting with Bibi: We
'see eye-to-eye'

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Israeli Defense
Minister Ehud Barak said he and Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu "see eye-to-
eye" on the Iran threat and U.S.-Israel ties.

Barak made his remarks in a statement
Saturday night following a 90-minute
meeting with Netanyahu at which they
agreed to continue working together to
overcome Israel's security threats, The
Jerusalem Post reported.

Netanyahu reportedly called in Barak for
the meeting to reprimand him over recent
meetings with U.S. officials.

Barak's statement said that he and
Netanyahu "see eye-to-eye" on every
aspect of the Iranian threat, as well as "the
relationship with the United States under
the Prime Minister's leadership," according
to the Post.

Barak met several weeks ago with Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel,
who remains close to President Obama after serving as his chief of
staff, and U.S. National Security Advisor Tom Donilon. 

Israel's Channel 2 reported last week that Netanyahu accused
Barak of trying to harm the relations between Netanyahu and the
Obama administration.

Report: U.S. rejected Iranian plan on nukes
(JTA) – Iranian officials reportedly offered a nine-step plan to

defuse the nuclear crisis with the West that was rejected by U.S. offi-
cials. The Iranian offer was to gradually suspend the production of
uranium that can quickly be converted to military use. But
American officials dismissed the proposal as unworkable because it
requires too many concessions by the West, including the disman-
tling of all sanctions before uranian enrichment would cease, The
New York Times reported.

The plan calls for a step-by-step lifting of sanctions while the
Iranians end work at one of two sites producing highly enriched ura-
nium. Once the Iranians reach the last step and the sanctions have
been entirely lifted, there would be a suspension of the medium-
enriched uranium production at the Fordow underground site,
according to the plan, the Times reported.

Obama administration officials told the Times that the deal was
intended to generate headlines but would not guarantee that Iran
could not produce a weapon.

Israeli Defense
Minister 

EHUD BARAK
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Harvey Rosen

The autumn leaves
drift by my window
plus a mixture of
rain, snow, and
gusts of wind; so it
must be time for my
annual feature “Jews
in Pro Hockey.” But
wait, don’t disturb
your bingo card,

there may be an error! 
Oh yes, unless you have been off on an

interplanetary space flight to Jupiter or
Mars, you are well aware of the insufferable
angst being experienced by National
Hockey League fans - especially in
Winnipeg - who are badly in need of a shin-
ny fix in the worst possible way. 

The best I can offer at this juncture is an
accounting of the whereabouts of the
Jewish lads who are still pursuing their life-
long dream as NHL draftees and are now
honing their game in junior or minor-pro
ranks. Not to mention, those in their late
twenties or early thirties, who won’t let go
and have gone afar to pro hockey leagues in
Germany, Austria, England, Switzerland,
and the like, in order to experience the joy
of travel while still, as athletes, being able to
earn a few dollars prior to winding down
their playing careers. 

Consider, for instance, never-say-die goal-
tender Dov Grumet-Morris, who is now 30 years of age. The Harvard
grad, who was a fifth round draft pick by Philadelphia in 2002 has
appeared in over 260 minor league games with 14 different teams and
in five different countries. For the record, he played four games with
the Manitoba Moose in 2006-07 and had a goals-against-average of
1.23 and a save percentage of .960. 

Oh, he has paid his dues alright, but don’t tell him he hasn’t got a
shot. Last year in the American Hockey League with the Florida
Panthers’ number one farm team, the San Antonio Rampage, he got
into 34 games and boasted a GAA of 2.33, a save percentage of .921
and had a won-lost mark of 19-13-1. He was credited with getting the
Rampage into the playoffs. The Panthers recently signed the person-
able Dov, whose wife Rachel is a surgeon in Houston, to a two-way
deal. 

Then there is Winnipeg’s own Jacob Micflickier, 28, who played last
season with the Washington Capitals’ number one farm team, the
Hershey Bears. The former college star at the University of Hampshire
is a left-handed shooting forward who, in only 57 games last year,
fired 21 goals and added 35 assists. The year previous the 5’ 8” and
180 lb. skater played with the AHL Charlotte Checkers and checked in
with 29 goals and 32 assists in 78 games. 

To my surprise, I learned recently that he has taken his game to Biel
of the Swiss-A league and he has, in only eight games thus far, scored
three goals and added three helpers. According to Tim Leone of the
Patriot-News, Jacob sees the move to Europe as a way to jump start his
NHL aspirations. Jacob was happy in Hershey and would return there
(depending upon how things worked out in Biel.) Would like to see
the kid, who is a legitimate talent, get a break one day and a taste of
the NHL.

Another Winnipegger, Brendan Leipsic, a 5’ 9” and 175 lb. forward
with Portland, is free of the loathing lockout and is playing in the
Western Hockey League with the Portland Winterhawks. Last summer,
in the NHL Entry Draft, the fast skating and hard-hitting forward was
taken by the Nashville Predators in the third round (89th) overall. The
18-year-old son of mother Kathleen, a gymnast who represented
Canada at the L.A. Olympics in 1984, and dad Greg, a running back
with St. Paul’s Crusaders in the mid-eighties, scored 28 goals and
earned 30 assists in 65 games. He doubtless impressed the scouts with
his strong two-way game while recording a +16, demonstrating that
he worked hard at both ends of the ice. Thus far, Brendan has scored
three goals and added three assists in eight games. 

The only other Jewish player taken in last year’s NHL Entry Draft was
netminder Daniel Altshuller, who is in his second successive year with
the Oshawa Generals of the Ontario Hockey League. The 18-year-old
was also taken in the third round at 69th overall, but by the Carolina

Hurricanes. He will fill a lot of
net at close to 6’ 4” and 201 lbs.
The native of Nepean, Ontario,
played in 30 games last year and,
for junior hockey, had a
respectable GAA of 3.22 along
with a save percentage of .900.
Thus far, in his second campaign
in Oshawa, the kid has a 6-1
record and 2.70 GAG in seven
games. 

Jewish defenceman Jonathon
Blum, 23, will have a place to
play and that will be with the
AHL Milwaukee Admirals, the
number one farm team of the
Predators. 

The former Vancouver Giant of
the Western Hockey League was
selected by Nashville in the first
round (23rd overall) in the 2007
NHL Entry Draft. While he has
played with the Admirals since
the 2008-09 season in a total of
182 games, the California born
skater, who is 6’ 1” and 190 lbs,
has played 56 games in the NHL
and scored six goals, along with
nine assists. Primarily an offen-
sive defenceman in junior, the
parent club wants him to work
on his defensive play. In the plus-
minus department last season he

was -14 in the NHL (33 games) and -11 (48 games) at Milwaukee. In
mid-September, Blum, a restricted free agent, was signed by Nashville
to a one-year two-way deal. If he sticks in the NHL he would be paid
$650,000, and in Milwaukee he would earn $105,000. The contract
also guarantees that if he remains all season in the AHL he would
receive $300,000.

Ethan Werek, a 200 lb. 6’ 2” centre from Markham, Ontario will be
back with the AHL Portland Pirates. Originally drafted by the Rangers
in the second round, 47th overall, in 2009, the 21-year-old was trad-
ed on May 8, 2011 to the Coyotes for Oscar Lindberg. The one-time
Kingston Frontenac of the OHL, an all-star at the junior level as well
as a winner of a gold medal in the World under-17 challenge in 2008,
scored 10 goals and added nine assists in 69 games with the Pirates
last winter. 

There are a few other veteran Jewish players still trying to eke out a
living overseas:

Centre Cory Pecker, 31, who once played a dozen games with the
Moose in 2004-05 and was a sixth round pick of the Flames in the
1999 NHL Entry Draft, is playing in the English League with the
Sheffield Steelers. Since 2007-08 he has been playing primarily over-
seas in the Swiss-B league. 

Former Barrie Colts’ star right-winger Michael Henrich, 32, a first-
round draft pick at number 13 by the Edmonton Oilers in 1998, has-
n’t played in North America since he went to Europe after the 2005-
06 season. The Thornhill, Ontario skater never made it to the NHL
with Edmonton, but played 219 games in the AHL with the Bulldogs,
Bears, and in Toronto with the Roadrunners. 

At present he is playing with Dornburn in Austria after playing most-
ly in Germany and Italy. 

Lastly, goalie Josh Tordjman, 27, has taken his act to Asiago of the
Italian league. The Montreal puck stopper played 176 games in the
AHL with San Antonio Rampage and got into a pair of NHL games
with the Coyotes. For the record, Josh in seven games with Asiago has
a 3.22 GAA and a save percentage of .900.

When will the NHL resume play? Smarter people than I am don’t
know the answer, but my crystal ball weeks ago said early
November……or when the autumn leaves quit drifting by my win-
dow. 

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and
covers football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports
to Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-
mail: harv360@shaw.ca

Sometimes the minors can be a major form of employment

Portland Winterhawk for-
ward BRENDAN LEIPSIC. JACOB MICFLIKIER in his

Hershey Bears sweater.

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

Oh yes, unless you have been off on an
interplanetary space flight to Jupiter or

Mars, you are well aware of the insuffer-
able angst being experienced by National

Hockey League fans - especially in
Winnipeg - who are badly in need of a

shinny fix in the worst possible way. 
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New Toronto Jewish campus sign of booming community growth
By RON CSILLAG

TORONTO (JTA) – Standing in
the sprawling new $185 million
Jewish community complex just
north of Toronto, Taali Lester
Tollman sweeps her outstretched
arm in a wide arc.

"Just a few years ago," says
Tollman, UJA Federation of
Greater Toronto's vice president
of marketing, "all this was pas-
ture."

Actually it was woodland, but
no matter. On the space now
stands one of the most ambitious
Jewish projects ever undertaken
in Canada.

Spread across 50 acres, the
Joseph and Wolf Lebovic Jewish
Community Campus is testament
to the dramatic growth of
Toronto's Jewish population. The
200,000-square-foot complex,
which officially opened Sunday,
houses social service agencies,
conference facilities, a
Conservative egalitarian syna-
gogue with afternoon classes, a
day care and preschool, a theater
and art gallery, a Jewish high
school (with an elementary school slated next year), a residence for
developmentally challenged adults and a gleaming 10,000-square-
foot fitness center with three saltwater pools. There is underground
parking for 350 vehicles and plans for an infirmary staffed by 10 doc-
tors. It's all set on grounds wound with pathways and gardens.

"It's absolutely unique in North America," David Sadowski, UJA
Federation’s man in charge of Jewish community properties, told JTA.
"And it came in on budget and on time."

Situated about four miles north of the Toronto city limits in the city
of Vaughan, the campus will serve a Jewish community that has
surged in numbers in the past decade. Greater Toronto, including sev-
eral suburban municipalities within York Region north of the city, con-
tinues to be the fastest-growing major Jewish population center in
Canada.

Toronto’s northern suburbs have become a magnet for newcomers
from other Canadian cities, notably Montreal and Winnipeg, and for
immigrants from Israel, South Africa, Russia and Argentina. The
sprawling northern region is now home to about 80,000 Jews, or 40
percent of the Toronto region's Jewish population, according to
Canadian Jewish demographer Charles Shahar, research coordinator
in the community planning and allocations department at Montreal’s
Federation CJA.

That's up from 60,000 in 2001 and only 1,500 or so Jews in 1971,
when the area was largely rural woodland. In the decades since, the
farms and trees have been transformed into suburban subdivisions,
many of them heavily Jewish.

Rebecca Soberman, her husband and infant daughter moved from
northern Toronto into a neighborhood known as Thornhill Woods, a
short drive from the Lebovic campus, in early 2006 amid the dust and
mud of an unfinished development. Her street was finished only 18
months ago.

"We did it because it's a young community and we wanted to be
around other young people," said Soberman, now a mother of two.

Pushing ever northward from the city in search of affordable homes
and open spaces, young Jewish families and newcomers to the coun-
try already are treating the new Jewish community campus as a hub,
according to Tollman.

"They're no longer looking for cathedral synagogues,” she said.
“They want more, and they want it in a one-stop setting. This is how
the community is now expressing its Jewishness."

As for the ubiquitous Chabad, fully half of the 20 or so Chabad-
Lubavitch centers in Toronto and its suburbs are less than five years
old. There are eight Chabad centers in the York Region alone, includ-
ing one for former Israelis.The Jewish community purchased the land
for the new community campus in 1999, and in 2000 launched a
$400 million, decade-long campaign to build or revitalize three JCCs
in greater Toronto, including the new campus. To date, $300 million
has been raised.

The provincial government of Ontario contributed a no-strings grant
of $15 million to the new campus, and the federal government kicked
in matching funds worth up to $15 million. The Lebovic family donat-

ed $20 million to the project,
and promised another $500,000
if the street accessing the campus
was named for them. It was. A
nearby boulevard is named for
Ilan Ramon, the Israeli astronaut
who perished in the 2003
Columbia space shuttle crash.
Down the street is Ner Israel
Drive, home to the eponymous
yeshiva.

Dozens of family programs
already are on the schedule for
the new community campus,
including ones in Hebrew and
Russian. The gym, which opened
in June, already has 4,500 mem-
bers.

While the Jewish population of
Canada is growing relatively
modestly, Toronto’s Jewish com-
munity is booming.

National numbers are hard to
come by because two years ago
the federal government eliminat-
ed a long-form census that con-
tained a question about religion,
and the results from a voluntary
Jewish National Household
Survey won’t be known for a few

months. Shahar says his projections show 385,200 Jews in Canada as
of last year, up from 370,515 in the 2001 Canadian census – a 4 per-
cent increase over a decade.

But Shahar says Toronto is projected to have grown 10 percent over
the same period, to 196,400 from 179,105 in 2001. The real boom has
been in York Region, where two municipalities have seen substantial
Jewish growth, according to Shahar: Richmond Hill, to 16,000 from
11,000 a decade ago, and Vaughan, where the Jewish population has
mushroomed to 51,000 from 34,300. Shahar attributes the growth to
immigration, migration within Canada and Jews moving from the city
of Toronto to the suburbs.

At the same time, however, the boom north of Toronto has not trans-
lated into dwindling numbers in the city itself. In fact, downtown
Toronto has seen a Jewish revival of late. UJA estimates at least 21,000
Jews now live south of midtown; Shahar says about 5,800 Jews live in
the downtown area.

In recent years, three new congregations have sprung up downtown,
and a plethora of Jewish recreational, cultural and educational activi-
ties are available there. Jewish community officials credit young Jews
– singles and young families – with keeping up the city’s Jewish vital-
ity, as they move to places that their immigrant grandparents first lived
when they came here. In downtown's famed Kensington Market dis-
trict, for example, three creaky, musty synagogues dating to the early
1900s now draw mostly young worshipers.

"There's definitely been a Jewish renaissance downtown," said
Sharoni Sibony, manager of Jewish life at the inner-city Miles Nadal
JCC. "It's close to work for a lot of people who aren't ready for the sub-
urbs yet."

the Joseph and Wolf Lebovic Jewish Community
Campus: "It's absolutely unique in North

America," David Sadowski, UJA Federation’s man
in charge of Jewish community properties, told
JTA. "And it came in on budget and on time."

Google Cultural Institute preserves 
Jewish content in first exhibits

NEW YORK (JTA) – Google introduced a new online historical
collection of digitized material, highlighting several Jewish themes,
events and institutional partners in its first wave of exhibits.

At least 13 of the Google Cultural Institute's inaugural collection
of 42 featured exhibits consist of materials from the Anne Frank
House, the Polish History Museum, the Auschwitz-Birkenau State
Museum, Foundation France Israel and Yad Vashem.

Highlighted exhibits announced Oct. 10 include the testimony of
Jan Karski, the World War II Polish resistance hero who tried to con-
vince Allied leaders of the horrors of the Holocaust, as well as the
saga of Edek Galinski and Mala Zimetbaum, a couple who unsuc-
cessfully attempted to escape Auschwitz. Visitors to Google’s new
online multimedia museum can also see the last known photograph
taken of Anne Frank and browse featured historical events that
include the Nuremberg Trials, the 1948 Arab-Israel War and the
1958 bombing of the Hebrew Benevolent Congregation in Atlanta. 

The new resource comes one year after Google published the
Dead Sea Scrolls online, the result of a partnership with the Israel
Antiquities Authority.
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Human rights group report critical of Hamas rule in Gaza
By MYRON LOVE

Human Rights Watch has recently come out with a new report on
Gaza which takes Hamas to task for its misrule of that benighted
Palestinian territory. What is truly amazing about this report is that for
a change this human rights organization is placing the blame for the
plight of the people of Gaza squarely on Hamas, where it belongs,
and not on Israel. In fact, the report doesn’t even mention Israel.

Human Rights Watch was founded as a private American NGO in
1978, under the name of Helsinki Watch. Its purpose was to fight for
the freedom of the oppressed people behind the Iron Curtain. It mon-
itored the former Soviet Union’s compliance with the Helsinki
Accords, publicly “naming and shaming” abusive governments
through media coverage and through direct exchanges with policy-
makers. By shining the international spotlight on human rights viola-
tions in the Soviet Union and its European partners, Helsinki Watch
contributed to the democratic transformations of the region in the late
1980’s.

But with the demise of the Soviet Union and the transition of South
Africa to majority rule, Human Rights Watch and other human rights
organizations lost their raison d’etre. Many of them found a new bête
noir in Israel following the United Nations-sponsored Israel-bashing
spectacle in Durban, South Africa, in 2001.

Human Rights watch’s anti-Israel bias became so obvious that
Robert Bernstein, the organization’s founder and former chairman
publicly stated in October 2009 that “Human Rights Watch has lost
critical perspective” on events in the Middle East. Bernstein pointed
out that while the region “is populated by authoritarian regimes with
appalling human rights records, Human Rights Watch has written far
more condemnations of Israel for violations of international law than
of any other country in the region.” 

Human Rights Watch made further headlines in September 2009
when its Middle East military analyst, Marc Garlasco who led investi-
gations into Israeli wars in Lebanon and Gaza, was found posing on

the internet dressed in a sweat shirt with a German Iron Cross. After
pressure from the media HRW suspended Marc with pay, pending an
investigation.

In February 2011, HRW appointed Shawan Jabarin to their Mideast
Advisory Board. Jabarin has been linked to the extremist Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine. 

And while HRW reports that it does not accept any direct or indirect
funding from governments, Gerald Steinberg’s NGO Monitor points
out that the organization does receive money from the Dutch govern-
ment and in May, 2009, the organization sought funding in Saudi
Arabia.

It is against this background that HRW’s criticism of Hamas rule in
Gaza comes as an unexpected and, dare I say, pleasant surprise. The
report charges Hamas security forces in the Gaza Strip with “rampant
abuses against Palestinian prisoners, including beatings with metal
clubs and rubber hoses, mock executions and arbitrary arrests”. 

In the 43-page report, Human Rights Watch documented a long list
of abuses that it said Palestinians in Gaza endure under the justice sys-
tem run by Hamas, which has ruled the seaside strip for the past five
years. HRW based its conclusions on interviews with individuals who
have been subject to abuse and their families, as well as lawyers,
judges and Palestinian rights groups in Gaza. It said it also reviewed
case files and court rulings.

The report said that many Palestinians who were tortured were too
scared to complain, fearing retribution by Hamas. It also said hospital
officials often refuse to release medical records of torture victims to
avoid their being used as evidence.

The report also accused Hamas police of making random arrests
without warrants and sometimes holding family members as a pres-
sure tactic. 

Hamas naturally denies the allegations and accused HRW of “polit-
ical bias”.

One can only hope that HRW is turning over a new leaf.

By DIANA MUIR APPELBAUM
(Jewish Ideas Daily) – Daniel Gordis wants you to know that if you

want tolerance, diversity and freedom, you should work for Zionism.
In his new book, "The Promise of Israel: Why Its Seemingly Greatest
Weakness Is Actually Its Greatest Strength," Gordis makes a com-
pelling case for the nation-state in general and Israel in particular. His
first argument, in favor of the nation-state, is every bit as important as
the second.

As Gordis points out, the governments that have produced human
rights such as personal liberty and the rule of law have most often
been ethnically based nation-states like Israel, South Korea, and the
Czech and Slovak Republics. In the Middle East, Zionism has brought
civil liberties and democracy to millions of people who never
enjoyed them before, chiefly Jewish refugees from Middle Eastern
and European tyranny but also Israeli Arabs.

Gordis quotes historian Mark Lilla, who notes that while Western
Europeans have forgotten “all the long-standing problems that the
nation-state … managed to solve,” Zionism “remembers what it was
to be stateless, and the indignities of tribalism and imperialism.  It
remembers the wisdom of borders and the need for collective auton-
omy to establish self-respect and to demand respect from others.”
Until Western Europeans re-learn those lessons, the “mutual incom-
prehension” between Europeans and Zionists “will remain deep.”

Gordis is on to something here. True, European and American
opposition to Israel partly reflects anti-semitism; but it also reflects
the fact that Israel is the archetypal nation-state, and nation-states
have fallen from favor in intellectual circles.

The idea that humanity is arranged into peoples and nations, each
with its homeland, language, and ideas about how it should be orga-
nized, is fundamental to the Hebrew Bible. It is a profoundly tolerant
idea, acknowledging that there may be more than one way to build
a just society. This Jewish idea stands in radical opposition to univer-
salism. The great Western universalizing traditions – Greek, Roman,
Christian, Islamic, Marxist – have all attempted to annihilate
Jewishness because they could not tolerate such diversity.

Apart from a few small city-states, history has found only a limited
number of ways to organize political life. There is the intense and
appalling tribalism of Afghanistan. There are empires in which con-
querors oppress the conquered. There are dictatorships and monar-
chies in which individuals may have comforts or privileges but not
rights. There has been the universalist ideology of Marxism, which
has produced death on an unimaginable scale. Then there is the
nation-state.

Unlike Marxism, Islam or the human rights movement, the nation-
state does not claim it will bring peace or justice to the whole world,
only that it will work to bring these benefits to a particular people
inhabiting a particular piece of land. As Lilla says, the political dilem-
ma is “how to wed political attachment (which is particular) to polit-
ical decency (which knows no borders). The nation-state has been the
best modern means discovered so far of squaring the circle.”  

Even for one people in one land, doing so is a tall order; yet Israel,
Gordis argues, has largely succeeded in filling it, maintaining a sta-
ble democratic government, a free press and a high standard of civil
liberties for its Jewish, Muslim and Christian citizens, even those who
work openly for its destruction.       

Gordis would not put it so minimally. He envisions a world in
which each people lives in its own nation-state, governing itself as it
chooses, perhaps competing freely, but only through persuasion.
Liberal American Jews, Gordis argues – he is surely right – are embar-
rassed by the fact that the Jewish state is a standard-bearer for this
out-of-fashion idea of nationhood.  

The fashionable advocates of universal human rights have a far more
embarrassing problem: Advocating human rights in general doesn’t
actually do much to make governments behave decently. Issuing
reports about governments’ human rights violations often seems to do
little more than teach dictatorships to lie more effectively.

Yet practical politicians in Israel have delivered real democracy
and human rights, the Czech and Slovak Republics amicably sepa-
rated into two liberal nation-states, South Korea emerged from
decades of brutal occupation to walk a difficult path towards a pros-
perous liberal democracy, and the state built by the Nationalist
Chinese on Taiwan is distinctly more admirable than the one built by
Marxist idealists on the mainland. None of these young nation-states
is perfect, but they look awfully good compared to not just what went
before in these places but what goes on today in nearby countries.  

Activists, understandably, want to find a simple political formula
that will bring perfect government to everyone in the world. But
Gordis is right: Building a world of nation-states one by one, a job
requiring the kind of hard, painful political labor that created Israel,
is a far more practical way to produce a world that is tolerant, diverse
and free. 

(Diana Muir Appelbaum is an American author and historian. She
is at work on a book tentatively entitled "Nationhood: The
Foundation of Democracy." This article was first published by Jewish
Ideas Daily (www.jewishideasdaily.com) and is reprinted with per-
mission.)

In defense of the nation-state



Making aliyah in their 80s, and just getting started
By BEN SALES

MODIIN, Israel (JTA) – Yakov
and Moshet Pedagog’s living
room, with its soft armchairs, air
conditioning and panoramic
view of central Israel’s hills,
seems the perfect place for a
couple in their 80s to exhale
after long careers in education.

But Yakov, 85, and Moshet, 82,
have no such plans.

“We’re not planning to relax,”
said the American-born Yakov,
who immigrated to Israel with
the aliyah organization Nefesh
B’Nefesh in August with his wife
of two years, moving to this
Israeli city. 

As the former dean of a west-
ern Massachusetts community
college, he and his wife, a physi-
cist, hope to edit scientific
papers jointly – all while learning Hebrew, staying active in the local
Reform synagogue and working toward increased religious pluralism
in Israel.

It would seem a tall order for Yakov, who in 1996 was living the
American Jewish retiree’s dream: He and his first wife, who died seven
years ago, had packed up their belongings in Massachusetts and
moved to Boca Raton, Fla.

Pedagog had been active in Zionist groups such as the Zionist
Organization of America since before the state’s founding, even par-
ticipating in a clandestine meeting in “a smoke-filled room” in New
York City with Abba Eban, the late Israeli ambassador to the United
Nations.

“There was a meeting on Madison Avenue and they were looking for
pilots,” he said. “They had a number of planes stashed away in an air-
field in New Jersey and were looking for pilots to ferry them to Israel.”

Pedagog did not fly any of the planes, and his career kept him in the
United States even as he remained passionately Zionistic. Then he met
Moshet.

Soviet-born, at age 47, she had followed her son to America –
although even at that time she wanted to make aliyah. “My motherly
instincts won,” she said. “I said, ‘I don’t want to lose my son.’ ”

Growing up, Moshet says, her family was “proud of our Jewish her-
itage, singing Jewish and Yiddish songs, dancing Jewish dances, eating
Jewish food Many Jews were changing their names to Russify them,
but I insisted that I am the daughter of Avraham,” her father’s given
name.

An attempt at aliyah came when Moshet was a visiting scientist at
the Weizmann Institute in the Tel Aviv suburb of Rehovot in 1985. She
and her first husband, since deceased, decided to stay permanently,
but then he returned to America for the High Holidays to work as a
cantor.

At first, “he said he would come back for aliyah,” Moshet said.
When he was slated to return, Moshet asked him, “ ‘When are you
coming?’ And he said, ‘When are you coming [back to America]? I’m

not coming.’ A second immigra-
tion was too much for him.”

More than 20 years later, Yakov,
then living in Boca Raton, and
Moshet, who was in
Connecticut, met through the
most modern of means: JDate.
After a couple of trips up and
down the East Coast, they decid-
ed to marry. The decision to
make aliyah came soon after-
ward.

“When we met and got married
we realized how we both felt
about Israel,” Yakov said. “I said,
‘If not now, when?’”

They decided on Modiin after a
November pilot trip. Yakov, who
had become acquainted with
Rabbi Nir Barkin of Yozma,
Modiin’s Reform synagogue,
when Barkin traveled to Boca

Raton, is excited to become involved in the congregation now that he
and Moshet are here. 

He also plans to advocate for religious pluralism initiatives champi-
oned by Israel’s Reform movement, such as the right of women to
wear prayer shawls at the Western Wall.

“The future of Israel depends upon being able ultimately to really
have a society that respects all people, that is an egalitarian society,
which it obviously is not now,” Yakov said.

Although optimism fills the Pedagogs as they build a new life here,
they differ from many elderly immigrants in that all of their children
and grandchildren remain in the United States.

“You can’t come here as an older person without a support system,”
said Harold Levine, 87, who made aliyah in 2009 and has two chil-
dren here. “There are so many things you have to learn how to do.”

The Pedagogs are making do without such a support system by keep-
ing busy.

They still have to learn Hebrew, unpack their cardboard boxes and
become accustomed to Israel’s banks and health care system, which
Moshet says is “reminiscent of what was in Russia.” Yet the couple do
not anticipate a difficult time here.

As a senior couple moving to Israel, they will receive more than
$7,000 from the Israeli government divided into installments, in addi-
tion to discounts on services such as transportation. 

Not all of their children and grandchildren are happy about the
move. Yakov said his daughter “has accepted it,” while Moshet said
that her children recognize her right to decide where she wants to live,
even if it’s an ocean away.

“They think I’m a big girl, I know what I’m doing,” she said. “They
know me as an outgoing person, a go-getter. It doesn’t occur to them
to be happy or unhappy. Thus they accept that I’m entitled to make my
decisions.

“This article was first published by Jewish Ideas Daily (www.jew-
ishideasdaily.com) and is reprinted with permission.”
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Israel news

A group of retirees gathers after arriving in Israel in August, 2012,
part of an aliya trip organized by Nefesh B'Nefesh. (Photo credit:
Nefesh B'Nefesh via JTA)

Swedish flotilla ship heading for Gaza 
sails from Italy

(JTA) – A Swedish ship carrying human rights activists attempting to
break Israel's naval blockade of Gaza left from Italy.

The Estelle, carrying 17 activists from countries including Canada,
Norway, Sweden, Israel  and the United States, sailed from the port
at Naples on Saturday. The vessel, part of the Freedom Flotilla move-
ment that included the ill-fated Mavi Marmara, reportedly is carrying
humanitarian goods.

It will take about two weeks to reach Gaza's territorial waters,
according to the French news agency AFP.

The Freedom Flotilla's first attempt to break the blockade ended in
the deaths of nine Turkish activists after Israeli Navy commandos on
May 31, 2010 boarded the Mavi Marmara, which claimed to be car-
rying humanitarian aid, after warning the ship not to sail into waters
near the Gaza Strip in circumvention of Israel's naval blockade of the
coastal strip.

A spokeswoman for the movement, Ann Ighe, told AFP that the
Estelle "is a peaceful ship."

The Estelle began its journey in Sweden and toured Europe, includ-
ing Finland, France and Spain, before arriving last week in the Gulf
of Naples.  

Jewish, Christian groups in N.Y. subway ads 
urging tolerance

(JTA) – A Jewish group and a Christian group are hanging ads in the
New York subway system urging tolerance.

The ads being placed by Rabbis for Human Rights-North America
and Sojourners, led by the Christian author and social justice advo-
cate Jim Wallis, will go up on Monday and aim to counter a pro-Israel
advertisement that reads "In any war between the civilized man and
the savage, support the civilized man Support Israel. Defeat Jihad.”

The ad by Rabbis for Human Rights reads, “In the choice between
love and hate, choose love. Help stop bigotry against our Muslim
neighbors.” The Sojourners ad says, “Love your Muslim neighbors.”

The ads reportedly will be hung near the anti-jihad ads in the same
Manhattan subway stations, according to The New York Times.

A federal judge last Friday ordered the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority  to hang the pro-Israel ad sponsored by Pamela
Geller,  the founder, editor and publisher of AtlasShrugs.com and
executive director of the American Freedom Defense Initiative.
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ALICE (TAYLOR) AARON
Passed away in Van Nuys, CA, 27 May, 2012, at age

87.
Alice was the daughter of Sam and Nettie Taylor;

sister of Hillel Taylor; and mother of Angell Pamela
Aaron.

ISAAC (IKE) BERNSTEIN
(1924 - 2012)

Peacefully, on September 10, 2012, Isaac Bernstein
passed away at the age of 88 at the St. Boniface
Palliative Care Centre in Winnipeg. Ike, as he was
affectionately known, succumbed to his illness after a
courageous nine-month battle. He is survived by his
son Marvin, daughter-in-law Esther Hirsch, grandson
Jonathan (Anita), and sister Helen Leavitt, and his
nieces and nephews. He was predeceased by his be-
loved wife, Rebecca (nee Stajer) in 2010. They were
happily married for 64 years and devoted to one an-
other. Her death was a terrible blow from which he
never fully recovered.

GOLDIE LOFFMAN
August 25, 1911-September 25, 2012

Peacefully, with her
family at her side, our
beloved mother, grand-
mother, and great grand-
mother, passed away at
the age of 101.

Goldie lived her life to
the fullest, to say the least.
Her passion for helping
others, and her love of
family, were her main
focus during the course

of her long life. She worked tirelessly for Noah Witman’s
Israelite Press for over 25 years, and was also a devoted
volunteer to many other organizations.

Twice widowed, Goldie focused on her two children,
Evita and Jerome. She gained great pleasure from
watching them grow into adults, and developing rela-
tionships with both their children, and their childrens
children. She was the ultimate Jewish baba, who pro-
vided both an ear to listen to others, as well as a warm,
delicious meal to all who entered her apartment in the
Chateau West, on Jefferson Avenue.

Her time at The Simkin Centre gave others a chance
to take care of her, instead of her doing all of the
caregiving, a role she had mastered up until that time.
For almost 8 years, she received excellent care at both
the old and new facilities. The staff of “Weinberg 1”
always treated her with the utmost kindness and re-
spect, and it was greatly appreciated.

While her funeral, held on Friday, September 28,
was a sad event, it also turned into a true “celebration
of life”, as both her grandchildren and great-grandchil-
dren took the opportunity to go up on the bimah and
share stories and memories, and even enjoy the unsea-
sonably warm temperatures while at the burial itself. In
keeping with Goldies true “nshamah”, her exit from
our world was short and sweet, as though designed not
to inconvenience anybody involved. She was loved
deeply by so many, for so long, and there is no doubt
that memories of times spent with her will bring a smile
to our faces and warm our hearts for many years to
come.

Goldie leaves to mourn her daughter Evita (Lyle)
Smordin, and son Jerome (Marsha) Phomin. She also
leaves behind her grandchildren Jodi (Israel), Francyn
(Adam), Marni (Alex), Joshua (Cassandra), and Eleanor
(Peter) as well as her great grandchildren Gilad, Oren,
Lily, Zoe, Gabrielle, Seraphina, Olivia, Elliot, Billy,
Jacob, Rachel, Gavin, Yakira, Tyler, Ryan, Rainna and
Peter Jr. May her memory be a blessing for us all.

Unveiling

The family of the late

BEN ZION

BROWNSTONE
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a plaque

dedicated to his
loving memory on

Sunday, October 21, 2012
at 10:30 a.m.

at the
Rosh Pina Memorial Park

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM

BROWN
who passed away

November 10, 1986
8 Days in Cheshvan, 5747

—  Sadly missed and will
always be remembered by
your children and grand-
children.

In Memoriam

In memory of

MANLEY

GOLDBERG
who passed away
October 19, 2009

2 days in Cheshvan
They say time heals all sorrow
And helps us to forget
But time so far has only
shown us
How much we miss you yet.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife Phyllis, his
children, grandchildren &
friends.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

LOUIS PAISNER
who passed away
October 31, 1957

5 days in Cheshvan, 5718
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your son Roy,
daughter-in-law Sheila,
granddaughters and great-
granddaughters.

Unveiling
The family of

SHIRLEY

SHAPIRO
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a headstone

dedicated to her
loving memory on

Sunday, October 21, 2012
at 10:00 a.m.

at the
Bnay Abraham Cemetery

NORMA SILVERSTEIN
(Nee Ficks)

October 8, 1929 - Sept. 25, 2012
It is with great sadness that we announce the sudden

passing of Norma Silverstein on Tuesday September
25, 2012.

Norma was born to Shirley and Ben Ficks.
Norma was a devoted and caring wife to Myer in

which they just celebrated their 60th wedding anniver-
sary on June 18, 2012.

Norma and Myer were inseparable, enjoying the
same sports (golfing, baseball games, hockey games),
travel, fine arts, and dining. You rarely saw one without
the other. Whether it was walking in the park, or
working out at the Reh-Fit, they were always there for
each other in every way.

Norma, being a fabulous cook and baker enjoyed
cooking for her family and sharing stories, always
making everyone smile with her infectious laugh and
zest for life.

She was involved with many organizations and chari-
ties and volunteered whenever she had the opportunity.
She enjoyed the game of mah-jong and was an avid dog
lover, enjoying time spent with each of her children's
pets. Norma being very creative and talented, was also
a gifted poet, having some of her poems published in
the newspaper.

Norma was also a devoted and caring mother and
baba. Besides her husband Myer, she also leaves be-
hind to mourn her, her daughter Randie (Stephen), and
sons Jeff (Cydnee), and Lyle (Roberta), and grandchil-
dren Harlyn (Jenny), Sadie, Justin, and Brittany, all of
whom she was very proud and gave her so much joy.
Also left to mourn her is her brother Al (Joyce), nieces,
nephews, and cousins.

Norma will be lovingly remembered and missed by
family and friends and all who knew her.

Funeral services were held at the Rosh Pina Memo-
rial Park Cemetary on Thursday September 27, 2012,
with Rabbi Larry Lander officiating.

Ike was a survivor. His teenage years involved unim-
aginable horror as a partisan in the forests of Poland,
resisting the Nazi onslaught during the Second World
War. He lost his entire family except for his older sister.
Following liberation and internment in a displaced
persons camp in Germany, he, along with Rebecca,
whom he met and married after the war, together with
their infant son, made their way to New York and
Chicago, finally settling in Winnipeg, after living in
Alberta for a short time. His strength and determination
and hard work enabled him to make a happy and
comfortable life for his family.

Despite those dreadful early years, throughout his
life, Ike maintained a sense of decency, civility, com-
passion and a caring nature. He was admired and
respected for his gentleness, kindness and respect for
others and we will all miss that ever present sense of
humour. Ike lived the last year of his life suffering the
effects of a debilitating blood disease but never com-
plained or bemoaned his faith. He was always a gentle-
man and appreciated everything that was done for him.
He will be lovingly remembered and missed by his
family and friends, and by all who knew him.

Special thanks to Josie and Patty, his care givers, for
their care and devotion to Ike during this last year.
Funeral services were held at the Etz Chayim Syna-
gogue on Wednesday, September 12, 2012, with Rabbi
Larry Lander and Cantor Tracy Casner Greaves offici-
ating.

Donations may be made to Friends of the Canadian
Museum of Human Rights, 4th Floor, 269 Main Street,
Winnipeg, MB R3C 1B3, or a charity of your choice.
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DAVID BAKER
who passed away
October 17, 2002

12 Days in Cheshvan
— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by his wife
Gerry, son Les, son-in-law
Jack,  grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and sister.

In loving memory of our dear
father and grandfather

JACOB COHEN
who passed away
October 19, 1969

7th Day in Cheshvan
Our hearts still ache with sadness

And silent tears still flow,
And what it meant to lose you

No one will ever know.
—  Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ANN

DUTKEVICH
Who passed away
November 3, 2000

5 Days in Cheshvan
With aching hearts we lovingly
remember and miss you.
— Your children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
12th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ANNE

ERENBERG
who passed away
October 20, 2009

2 Days in Chesvan
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

You're always in our Hearts, our thoughts and our soul.
Sorely missed but never forgotten.
In Loving memory we honour you.

— Your LovingChildren, Grandchildren and Family.

In loving memory of

RUDY

LOWENSTEIN
who passed away
October 18, 2004
3 days in Chesvan

In loving memory of

PAULA

LOWENSTEIN
who passed away

November 11, 2005
9 days in Chesvan

7th Yahrzeit 8th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CHAIM KATZ
who passed away
October 30, 1999

20 Days in Cheshvan

MANYA KATZ
who passed away

September 27, 2004
12 Days in Tishrei

— Our loving memories will never die. Sadly missed and ever
remembered by their children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren.

6th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JULIUS MINUK
who passed away

October 25th, 2006
3 days in Chesvan

With everyday that passes your
kind and gentle soul remains in
our thoughts.
Your smile and laughter are
deeply missed and your eternal
spirit remains forever in our
hearts.
— Always remembered with
much love and sadly missed
by his wife, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit
In loving memory of

RUTH MINUK
who passed away
October 12, 2010

4 Days in Chesvan
We will always love
and miss you
— Your children, grand-
children, and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

EMANUEL

(MOTTY)

ROSENBERG
who passed away
November 2, 2011
5 days in Chesvan

— Forever in our hearts and
deeply missed by his wife
Sybil, children, grand-
children, family and friends.

In Memoriam

RUTH STAJER
who passed away
October 18, 2007

8 Days in Chesvan

In loving memory of

— Always remembered and sadly missed by their children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

PAUL STAJER
who passed away

November 23, 2005
18 Days in Chesvan

In loving memory of

LEON

SALAMON
who passed away
November 2, 2011
5 days in Chesvan

Your goodness, sweetness and
integrity will always be
remembered.
You were the best.
— Forever loved by y our wife,
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

1st Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MIRIAM SEGAL

(nee Atnikov)
who passed away
October 11, 2007
30 Days in Tishrei

Every day in some small way
Memories of you come our way
Though absent you are ever
near.
Still missed, still loved and ever
dear.
—Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and siblings.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of dear
father and Zaida

SAM SEGAL
who passed away
October 25, 1998

6 Days in Cheshvan, 5759
—Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

BEN SMORDIN
who passed away
October 29, 2003

4 Days in Cheshvan
— Always in our hearts and
forever missed by your
daughter and granddaughters,
family and friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam
In loving memory of our dear

father and grandfather

JACK EARNEST

STEIN
who passed away
November 8, 1986

6 Days in Cheshvan
Loving memories will never
die.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his daughter and
grandchildren.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

OCTOBER 24

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
father and grandfather

JACK KNAZAN
who passed away
November 4, 2003

10 days in Cheshvan
— Sadly missed and always
remembered by your children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

9th Yahrzeit



By BEN SALES
TEL AVIV (JTA) – The

Facebook page of PlayArt Labs,
an Israeli gaming startup, looks

more like the homepage of an art museum than the pro-
file of an emerging technology company.

It features an article about Johannes Vermeer’s “Girl
with a Pearl Earring,” an animation of Vincent van
Gogh’s “Starry Night” and a link to a Twitter feed,
@FrescoJesus, about a century-old Spanish fresco. The
goal of the startup is to integrate art and cultural educa-
tion into iPad games – to create “some added value from
playing,” according to Adir Wanono, who launched
PlayArt Labs 10 months ago.

But now Wanono, 34, who successfully funded anoth-
er startup two years ago, has encountered an unfamiliar
obstacle.

After eight months of working with barely any money,
he has had trouble securing necessary funding from
investors who like his idea but are hesitant to invest. He
has secured $55,000 in investments from family and
friends, but with four people working at the company,
even that shoestring budget will run out in six months,
Wanono estimates.

Wanono says the market in Israel has become tougher
since his last startup.

"People say, ‘Go to the market, gain traction and we’ll
invest,’ but this lowers the chances of most startups to
succeed,” he said. “We need money now to maximize
our chances to succeed. Without money now, we won’t
be able to maximize the benefit from a good launch.”

PlayArt Labs is far from alone in encountering this
problem. Recently, Israel’s famously booming startup
scene has seen funding from large venture capital firms
decline. That means there’s less money available than
there used to be for startups – a key engine of the Israeli
economy – to get off the ground.

This drop in funding has come as Israel’s technology

sector, which includes startups and larger established
companies, has experienced dramatic layoffs.

According to an August article in Haaretz, 16,000 of
Israel’s 80,000 tech workers have lost their jobs.
Government funding of the tech sector also has dropped
40 percent over the past decade, to $400 million in
2011.

While the number of new startups has not declined
from previous years, industry investors and entrepre-
neurs say that venture capital firms have been less will-
ing to take risks on those companies as they seek to
expand.

“The entire venture capital model is broken,” said
Yesha Sivan, president of the Israel Internet Association.
“It used to be that a fund would get $100 million, it
would invest in 10 companies and it would get two or
three big winners that would make 10 times more on
their money. Today the return on VCs is relatively lower,
so people are looking for other avenues.”

Into that void have stepped individual “angel”
investors, as well as several dozen companies called
startup accelerators or incubators that provide funding,
space, equipment and professional guidance to startups.

One such accelerator is Tel Aviv-based Rad BioMed,
which focuses on biomedical startups. At the end of its
central hallway, above a smooth beige table surrounded
by beakers, microscopes and computers, Dan Frumkin
holds a test tube in his latex gloves. Frumkin, 40, hopes
to improve diagnoses of bladder cancer by analyzing
DNA. He is the vice president for biochemistry of
Nucleix, a startup focusing on DNA analysis that he co-
founded four years ago.

Nucleix rents space from Rad BioMed, though it does
not receive funding from the lab.

“It’s cheaper and easier” to work at Rad BioMed’s
offices, Frumkin said. “Instead of creating a laboratory,
we entered an existing one. It helps that we have a little
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Synagogue news

CHAVURAT TEFILA SYNAGOGUE
Friday,October 19: Candle Lighting: 6:11. Mincha: 6:10.

Schacharis: 9:00. Mincha: 6:10. Shabbat ends: 7:07.
Sunday Morning service: 9:00. Weekday morning ser-

vices: 8:00,
Mincha/maariv service for Oct 21-25: 6:00.
Friday, Oct 26: Candle Lighting: 5:58. Mincha: 6:00.

Schacharis: 9:30. Mincha: 6:00. Shabbat ends: 6:55.
Evening minyans Oct. 28-Nov. 1: 5:50.

CONGREGATION ETZ CHAYIM
123 Matheson Avenue
Friday, Oct. 19 - morning service 7:30 a.m., evening ser-

vice 6:00 p.m., candle lighting 6:11 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20 - Noach - morning service 9:00 a.m.

Afternoon service 12:30 p.m. Shabbat ends 7:06 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 21 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 22-Thursday, Oct. 25 - morning service

7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 26 - morning service 7:30 a.m., evening ser-

vice 5:30 p.m., candle lighting 5:58 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 27 - Lech Lecha - morning service 9:00

a.m. Afternoon service 12:30 p.m. Shabbat ends 6:53 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 28 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 29-Thursday, Nov. 1 - morning service

7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 1 -
annual meeting 7:00 p.m.

CONGREGATION SHAAREY ZEDEK
561 Wellington Crescent; phone 452-3711;

www.shaareyzedek.mb.ca
Friday, October 19 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; Evening

Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.; Candle
Lighting 6:11 p.m.

Shabbat, October 20 – Parashat Noach - Morning Service
9:00 a.m.; Family Service 10:30 a.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00
p.m.; Havdallah 7:09 p.m.

Friday, October 26 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; Evening
Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.; Candle
Lighting 5:58 p.m.

Shabbat, October 27 –Parashat Lech-Lecha - Morning
Service 9:00 a.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00 p.m.; Havdallah
6:56 p.m.

Daily Morning Minyan: Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m.;
Sunday and Canadian Holidays 9:00 a.m.

Daily Evening Minyan: Saturday to Thursday 6:00 p.m.;
Friday Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.

For program and event information, please check our
website or call the synagogue office.

HOUSE OF ASHKENAZIE
Winnipeg’s oldest Orthodox congregation, operating from

the same location at 297 Burrows, corner of
Burrows/Charles, for over 80 years.

Join us for a daily morning minyan with Rabbi Avrom
Altein at 7:20 a.m., Shabbos and Yom Tov at 9:00 a.m, and
Sunday at 8:30 a.m.

TALMUD TORAH - BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE 
Located at 1525 Main Street.
Candle Lighting Time for Friday, October 19 at 6:11 p.m.

Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat at 6:15 p.m.
Saturday Morning Service at 9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week

- Noach. Mincha Service at 6:10 p.m. Shabbat ends at 7:07
p.m.

Daily Mincha/Maariv services at 6:00 p.m.
Candle Lighting Time for Friday, October 26 at 5:58 p.m.

Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat at 6:00 p.m.
Saturday Morning Service at 9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week

- Lech Lecha. Mincha Service at 6:00 p.m. Shabbat ends at
6:55 p.m.

Daily Mincha/Maariv services at 4:50 p.m.
Traditional Orthodox Services are conducted and every-

one is invited to attend.

TEMPLE SHALOM
Temple Shalom, Winnipeg’s only Reform Congregation,

1077 Grant Avenue, will be holding: Fri day, Oct. 19, 7:30
p.m. Shabbat Service led by Rabbi Karen with Cantor Len
Udow.

Saturday, Oct. 20, 10:30 - 11:15 - Yoga Shalom - a pro-
gram on DVD led by Cantor Lisa Levine, with adaptations
and extensions, depending on ability, set to the music of the
morning service. A nice way to start Shabbat! 12:00 p.m. -
Torah Study with light lunch “Noah”. 4:00 p.m. - Torah Study
“Joseph Chronicles”. 7:30 p.m. - Adult Ed and Havdallah. 

Friday, Oct. 26. 7:30 p.m. Shabbat Service lay led by
Sherry Wolfe-Elazar with Cantor Len Udow.

Saturday, Oct. 27, 8:00 p.m. “SHABBAT SHALOM”
Cantor Len’s CD Launch.

THE NEW SHUL
The New Shul will be holding services every Shabbat at

9:00 a.m. in The Galleria at the Caboto Centre at 1055
Wilkes Avenue - The Caboto Centre is accessible off
Waverley between Kenaston – it is an extension of Victor
Lewis Drive.

2nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LILYAN PECK
who passed away
October 19, 2010

11 Days in Chesvan
— Always remembered by
your children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

9th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SYDNEY

SARBIT
who passed away
November 9, 2003

14 Days in Cheshvan
— Sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren,
relatives and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

NATHAN

CRAMER
who passed away
October 20, 1975

15 Days in Cheshvan
— Always remembered and
terribly missed by his  children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam
3rd Yahrzeit
In loving memory of

JOSEPH

BERGMAN
who passed away
November 2, 2009

15 Days in Chesvan
There will never be another
one to replace you in our hearts.
— Your loving wife Dorothy,
children and grandchildren.

SYNAGOGUE SERVICE TIMES

Drop in venture capital funding puts squeeze on Israel's tech sector

Continued on page 29. See “Venture capital”.

In loving memory of

SARA LANTZ
who passed away
November 3, 1995

10 days in Cheshvan
— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM

PFEFFER
who passed away

November 10, 1962
13 Days in Cheshvan

You are not forgotten
Nor ever will be
As long as life and memory last
We will miss and remember
thee.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your son, daughters-
in-law and grandchildren.



Op-Ed: Steps Israel should take to control its destiny
By GILEAD SHER 

TEL AVIV (JTA) – Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas
told European diplomats that he will
resume negotiations with Israel on a
two-state solution after the United
Nations votes in November on a
Palestinian request for “non-member
state” status. What’s most interesting
about the widespread report this week
is that Abbas made no mention of his
longstanding demand for Israel to halt
West Bank settlement construction,
which Israel has refused, before peace
talks resume.

But attempts at negotiation have
failed for more than three years while
the Iranian nuclear threat has pushed
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict off the
international agenda.

That’s why a new approach for tack-
ling this conflict is needed – one that
would give the parties a sense of
progress and hope, and facilitate a
return to negotiations. It would aim at
attaining transitional arrangements,
such as a partial, phased or interim
agreement, rather than a permanent-
status agreement.

One new approach, developed by
Blue White Future, a nonpartisan
Israeli organization, entails constructive unilateral measures by Israel
and/or the Palestinians, mutually coordinated in certain cases. This
would diminish the conflict by gradually creating a reality of two
states.

A unilateral measure is constructive if it does not contradict the
vision of two states for two peoples – even more so if it promotes this
vision – and if it does not obstruct a return to negotiations. It is not
contingent on a renewal of negotiations or on progress in talks.
Instead, these steps would proceed in tandem with efforts to negotiate
a settlement, with borders based on the June 1967 lines with territor-
ial swaps.

For Israel, it is important to implement these measures precisely
when it is not subject to pressure from violence and terrorism, as it
currently is not

For example, Israel should implement a voluntary evacuation-com-
pensation plan – and pass laws – for settlers living east of the security
fence so that those who wish can begin relocating to within Israel
proper or to the settlement blocs that will become part of Israel in any
land-swap agreement, even before an agreement is reached.
According to recent polls, nearly 30 percent of these 100,000 settlers
would accept compensation and quickly relocate into Israel proper.

Israel also should put into place a construction freeze east of the
security fence and in the Arab neighborhoods of Jerusalem.
Construction in the main settlement blocs and the Jewish neighbor-
hoods in the Jerusalem region may continue.

This plan does not include the mandatory removal of settlers. The
Israeli Defense Forces will remain in the areas where Jewish commu-
nities are located and that have been voluntarily evacuated. Only after
a long and monitored period of quiet will Israel withdraw its forces
and consider the presence of an international force in the evacuated
territories. The IDF will maintain its freedom of action in these areas.
This will prevent the creation of a security vacuum and avoid the seri-
ous mistake made in 2005, when Israel withdrew from the Gaza Strip,
which then became a launching pad for rockets and missiles targeting
Israel.

Through this constructive unilateral approach, which does not
depend on a Palestinian partner or on progress in the political process,
Israel will affirm that its policy is driven by choice and for the sake of
its national interests.

What’s more, by promoting a reality of two states, Israel will deliver
a message to the Palestinians that it does not see its future in territo-
ries east of the security fence and does not oppose the establishment
of a Palestinian state. But Israel’s continued construction in the settle-
ment blocs also will deliver a message: Return to the negotiating table.
Otherwise, a reality of two states whose common border is the route
of the security fence or any similar route decided by Israel will take
hold.

The Palestinian Authority’s seeking U.N. recognition and construc-
tively building institutions of statehood in the West Bank are unilater-
al steps. Neither contradicts the two-state vision. Though Israel and the

Obama administration object to the bid
for statehood, it provides opportunities
they should explore.

If negotiations resume, they should be
based on a “what has been agreed will be
implemented” principle. This will replace
the “nothing is agreed until everything is
agreed” formula and smooth the path
toward transitional arrangements and par-
tial, gradual agreements. This will enable
progress to be made on core territorial
and security issues without discussions of
Jerusalem and the Palestinian refugees
holding up progress.

Given the slide toward a binational
state, Israel must take control of its destiny
by taking constructive unilateral measures
to ensure its future as a democratic Jewish
state secure in its borders.

The U.S. president should support this
approach, as it is also in America’s inter-
est. It would encourage steps aimed at
facilitating an Israeli-Palestinian agree-
ment and reducing tensions in the Middle
East, thereby improving the environment
for dealing with Iran’s nuclear threat.

(Gilead Sher, co-founder of Blue White
Future in Israel, was Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak’s chief of staff and Israel’s co-
chief negotiator with the Palestinians in
2000 and 2001. He is a senior research

associate at the Tel Aviv Institute for National Security Studies.)
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Op-Ed

…by promoting a reality of two states,
Israel will deliver a message to the
Palestinians that it does not see its

future in territories east of the security
fence and does not oppose the estab-

lishment of a Palestinian state. But
Israel’s continued construction in the

settlement blocs also will deliver a
message: Return to the negotiating

table.

in common with other companies.”
Incubators and accelerators have

less money to invest than venture
capital firms – typically in the hun-

dreds of thousands rather than the millions. But Yoav Chelouche,
managing partner of Israel’s Aviv Venture Capital, says “the cost of
building a new company is dramatically lower than it’s been" in the
past.

“You don’t need to buy software and an operating system," he said.
"You can use a lot of open source code,” programs that are available
for free on the Internet.

According to Chelouche’s research, venture capital firms in Israel
provided about $3 billion of funding to startups in Israel from 2008
to 2012, versus $3.6 billion from 2004 to 2008 and $6.5 billion
from 1999 to 2004. He also found, however, that Israel is on track
to see about 600 new companies created in 2012, a similar number
to 1999 and 2000. Chelouche says this could be a positive devel-
opment for Israel’s tech sector, as it will create “a situation where
companies have to do more with less, which is not necessarily a bad
thing – being more frugal.”

But another investor, Roni Einav, the founder of New Dimension
Software, which he sold for a record $675 million in 1999, says that
companies may hit a roadblock as they seek to expand overseas.

“If the company is successful in developing and having the first
three, four or five customers in Israel, they can try to go abroad, but
then they need more money,” he said.

The drop in funding actually could help people like Wanono,
however, as they will own a greater percentage of their own com-
panies and thus make larger profits should they sell their companies
or go public on the stock market, Einav said.

“The question is how much time the founders are ready to sacri-
fice with minimal salaries, or whether they successfully convince
the employees to work with reasonable salaries for a year or two,”
he said. “If you’re an entrepreneur and you’re not ready to sacrifice
a part of your salary, it’s like you have a dream but you want some-
one else to finance it.”

Einav also noted that the percentage of venture capital funding of
Israeli companies from the United States is growing, which he says
is “good because the biggest challenge is to cross the ocean, so an
American investor will give credibility to the company.”

While some areas of the startup industry are hot targets for invest-
ment, like biomedical companies, Sivan says it’s harder now than in
previous years to get major investments as a startup. Still, he has
confidence that no matter how the industry changes, startups will
always be an attractive career option for enterprising Israelis.

“This will always be something people do,” he said. “People like
to create things, to take a chance.”

Venture capital
Continued from page 28.
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Community news

River Heights residents on the wrong track?
By BERNIE BELLAN

There was much heat – and
some light, at a meeting held at
Montrose School Thursday
evening October 4. The purpose
of the meeting, which was
attended by approximately 100
River Heights residents, was to
obtain information about the
eight massive metal silos that
appeared overnight on
September 13 on railway land
adjacent to Linsday and Mathers.
In addition, as it turned out, there
was also information about
changes to an area between
Grant and Corydon which will
see increased train and truck traf-
fic in the near future.

The meeting was organized by
River Heights residents Judy
Plotkin and Deborah Black.
Manitoba Liberal Leader Jon Gerrard, who
represents the area in the Legislature, assisted
in obtaining Montrose School as a venue, as
well as printing flyers that had been circulat-
ed among River Heights residents.

Also in attendance at the meeting was City
Councillor John Orlikow, who represents the
area municipally. Noticeably absent were
any representatives from the provincial or
federal governments.

There was much heated discussion at the
meeting and, while some of the information
that was disseminated was clear, many of
those in attendance (including this writer)
had more questions than answers following
the formal part of the meeting. Two individu-
als at the meeting had identified themselves
as representing, in the first instance, the com-
pany that erected and owns the silos, Fort
Distributors; and, in the second instance,
Colliers, a company that has acted as consul-
tant to the company that is involved in
“transloading” goods from railways to trucks
in the land owned by BNSF Railway north of

Grant - Cando Modal-Logic.
Both those individuals, the representative

from Fort Distributors who identified himself
only as “Willy”; and the representative from
Colliers, Ian Marcil, expressed frustration at
what they both described as many of the mis-
perceptions surrounding developments in the
area adjoining Lindsay Street.

With that as background, following are
some of the key points that were explained at
the Montrose School meeting:

According to John Orlikow, when it comes
to legal jurisdiction over the area that is at the
heart of the current controversy, i.e. the land
bounded by Lindsay Street in the east and
Renfrew Street in the west, and by Taylor
Avenue in the south and Corydon Avenue in
the north is owned by the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Railway. The City of
Winnipeg has no say in how that land is used,
Orlikow maintained. Railways come under
federal jurisdiction, he explained.

Presently trucks do enter the area from
Corydon Avenue and exit on to Grant
Avenue; however, truck traffic until now has
been fairly limited.

Cando Modal-Logic intends to expand the
amount of traffic in that area. According to
information provided by Ian Marcil, “The site
is used for transloading goods like pipe,
machinery, grain etc. and no dangerous
goods are transloaded on the site.

“Cando Modal-Logic anticipates between
200 and 500 rail cars will be transloaded per
year.”

As far as trucks accessing that land, “who-
ever owns the trucks can do whatever they
want,” Orlikow noted. Where the city has
played a role, however, is in granting permits
that will allow for the construction of a “new
access road” that will exit on to Grant Avenue
and that will involve a “curb cut”. It is the
curb cut that requires city permission – some-
thing that Orlikow admitted has been given.

Again, according to information provided
by Ian Marcil, the new “section of gravel
road” that will allow trucks exiting the
transloading area at Grant is intended to
allow drivers to avoid having to use the cur-
rent exit, which is “partially situated on the
railway line”.

So – what should we make of this aspect of
the changes to the area between Grant and
Corydon?

It’s difficult to say. At one point during the
meeting though, Orlikow said “If they build
that station, Corydon will be a mess.” (When
I asked him later whether he meant that trains

will be holding up traffic on
Corydon, he said that wasn’t what
he meant. Apparently the concern is
how much time it will take 53-fot
flatbed trucks to negotiate the turn
from Corydon on to the railway
land.) When asked why Cando
needs to expand its transreceiving
facility in the area at all, Orlikow
explained that “it’s the only transre-
ceiving site they have”.

He also said: “We don’t know
what they will be offloading. We can
expect trains to be offloading day
and night”, thus creating a potential
for noise problems. (Again, Marcil’s
information would seem to contra-
dict that assertion.)

Jon Gerrard, however, was more
equivocal in his assessment of the
dangers posed by the expansion of

the transloading facility. He noted that Judy
Plotkin had “called me up and asked whether
this line will connect to Centreport, but I was
told that the line will not connect to
Centreport.” (Centreport is the inland trans-
portation hub being built near the Richardson
Airport that is supposed to serve as a gateway
for train and truck traffic.)

Gerrard also alluded to the concern for the
environment that no doubt exists in the minds
of many residents who live near the rail line.
When it comes to environmental regulations,
he said “some are provincial and some are
federal” insofar as those regulations relate to
the transport of “hazardous materials.”

Still, according to Ian Marcil, as was men-
tioned previously, Cando says “no dangerous
goods are transloaded on the site.” 

Should River Heights residents be con-
cerned about the expansion of the transload-
ing facility between Grant and Corydon? No
doubt, any expansion of industrial activity in
what, until now, was a quiet residential area
is somewhat worrisome.

Ian Marcil’s release says that anyone with
concerns about the transloading facility
should contact Cando Modal-Logic at
model.logic@candoltd.com.

When it comes to those massive new silos,
however, it was not difficult to discern the
overwhelming anger prevalent at the meet-
ing. Jon Gerrard said that he was told by a
spokesperson for BNSF that the railway had
“made a big mistake in not talking to resi-
dents prior to erecting the silos.”

Some of the questions raised at the meeting
were: Why were the silos erected where they
were? Why was there no consultation with
residents beforehand? What do the silos con-
tain? 

During the meeting, as I previously noted,
“Willy”, speaking on behalf of Fort
Distributors, attempted to give answers to
some of these questions. I contacted Willy
again the morning after the meeting in an
attempt to obtain further clarification of some
of the points that he made the previous
evening.

Here is what we now know: Fort
Distributors is a company headquartered in
Selkirk, Manitoba. It imports a number of dif-
ferent products, among which is magnesium
chloride.

Magnesium chloride is a chemical derived
from dry sea beds. It is used by Fort
Distributors for two purposes: Dust control

Eight humongous silos appeared overnight Sept. 13 on 
ralilway land adjacent to Lindsay and Mathers

Continued on page 31. See “River Heights”.



on gravel
roads, drive-
ways and
parking lots

throughout Manitoba during the summer;
and as a de-icer during the winter. According
to Willy, it is used, for instance, on the gravel
lot of the St. Norbert Farmers’ Market and the
staging area for trucks working on the site of
the Museum for Human Rights.

The product used by Fort Distributors is
imported from Utah, and has been transport-
ed here by BNSF and unloaded at the Lindsay
terminus for five years.

So – why the silos – and why were they put
up without any consultation with area resi-
dents in the middle of the night? 

According to Willy, Fort Distributors had
been “looking for two years for a site” where
it could situate silos for the storage of magne-
sium chloride.

The Lindsay location provides “the only
facility” available to Fort, he said. “It’s BNSF’s
only facility.”

(At the meeting on Thursday night Judy
Plotkin had claimed that there are 30 differ-
ent “industrial sites” where Fort could have
chosen to situate its silos. Willy soundly
rejected that argument,
insisting there was no
other location where Fort
could have erected the
silos.)

As for why they were
put up in the middle of
the night, Willy said there
was nothing sinister in
how Fort went about
erecting the silos. He said
that, in order to comply
with a city bylaw dealing
with the movement of
objects as big as the silos, the only time in
which they could have been erected was
between 11 pm and 6 am.

When asked why Fort needed silos if it had
already been importing magnesium chloride
for five years, Willy indicated that it was a
result of increased demand for the product.

“The tanks are there now for future storage,”
he explained. 

“The silos hold about two days’ volume. We
can reduce the traffic (of trucks waiting to
offload the magnesium choloride from
trains). The tanks hold the contents of about
20 rail cars,” he said.

I asked Willy about Judy Plotkin’s allegation
that she had smelled fumes recently in the
area of the silos. (Several other attendees at
the meeting also put up their hands when
Plotkin asked for a show of hands of anyone
who had noticed fumes.) He dismissed
Plotkin’s allegation as imagined, noting that
the silos are still empty and that Fort had
been using the Lindsay area to offload mag-
nesium chloride for five years – so why would
somebody suddenly detect fumes now, he
wondered.

Willy did agree, however, that if another
suitable location could be found for the silos,
Fort might be willing to relocate them.

What then, was the upshot of the meeting?
Plotkin and Black called for the creation of a
River Height Residents’ Association and
asked anyone interested in joining such an
association to sign cards giving their names
and e-mail addresses.

Jon Gerrard’s blog (http://manitobaliber-
als.blogspot.ca) says that another meeting of
area residents is expected to be held in about
another two weeks and that anyone interest-
ed in finding out more should check his blog.

Should River
Heights residents be
concerned about
what is occurring on
the land owned by
the BNSF Railway?
As many attendees at
the meeting noted,
increased “industri-
alization” of River
Heights is something
for which almost no
one who lives in the
area was prepared.

Naturally the resi-
dents of Lindsay
have the most right
to be concerned (fol-
lowed closely by res-
idents of Renfrew).
Those silos had the immediate effect of
reducing property values, not to mention
imposing an ugly blight on the skyline for
anyone looking at them.

Should there have been a great deal more
consultation with area residents by the com-
panies that are behind the changes? No
doubt the residents would agree with that
proposition, but in all honesty, the companies

involved acted in
their own self-inter-
est.

Ultimately, is there
anyone looking out
for the interests of
River Heights resi-
dents at any level of
government?

John Orlikow says
the city is powerless
to intervene. Jon
Gerrard is the sole
Liberal in the
M a n i t o b a
Legislature. 

But what of our
NDP Provincial and
Conservative Federal
governments? Well,
as I noted at the
beginning of this
piece – there was no
one at the meeting
from either level of
the two senior gov-
ernments. One won-
ders whether that
might change at the
next meeting.

Post script: In an
e-mail received Oct.
10, the newly
formed River
Heights Residents
A s s o c i a t i o n
announced that its
next meeting will
take place Nov. 6,
also at Montrose
School, from 7 - 9
pm. 
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For more information please call 694-3332.

C L A S S I F I E D S
Classified ad rates: $13.00 per column inch. Minimum charge, $13.00. For
advertisers outside Winnipeg, $15.00 per column inch, minimum charge $15.00.
One column inch equals about 15 to 20 words. Discounts available for ads placed
more than 26 weeks. Payment can be made over the phone or in writing, using
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

R E A L  E S TAT E

ADVANCED REALTY

Buy or sell through me and
receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss

925-7999
e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

P R O F E S S I O NA L S

Bus.   339-6969
Fax.   339-2717
Res.   334-7086

Certified General Accountant
PHILIP KAHANOVITCH

B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.
• Accounting •Auditing
•Tax •Data Processing
212-2211 McPhillips St.
Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

488-0647 or
 cel  951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

Piano, Guitar, Voice &
Violin Studio

 Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 489-9048.2

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

MUSIC LESSONS

FOR RENT

TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 bdr, 2 bdr and
Penthouse suites across

from Grant Park S.C.
includes all util. & laundry.

Balc., pool, heated undergrd.
parking, on bus route.

Contact
453-5178

Advertise  in

The Jewish Post & News

Call 694-3332

for information.

HSB
Senior Home

1001 Sinclair St.
Bach Apt.

All utilities inc.
air, elevator

 Rent only $370.00/month
phone

Astroid Mgt.
338-4671 ext. 2227

Elena Livni
Sutton Group -

Kilkenny Real Estate
(204) 298-7079

A meeting of River Heights residents was held Oct. 4 at Montrose
School. Seen here are (l-r): Manitoba Liberal Leader JON GERRARD,
River Heights City Councillor JOHN ORLIKOW, DEBORAH BLACK,
and JUDY PLOTKIN.

River Heights
Continued from page 30.

Should there have been a great
deal more consultation with
area residents by the compa-

nies that are behind the
changes? No doubt the resi-
dents would agree with that

proposition, but in all honesty,
the companies involved acted

in their own self-interest.
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COMING HOME AND MAKING A DIFFERENCE
When Jacob (Kovi)

Smolack returned to
Winnipeg after more than a
decade in New York, it was-
n’t just the weather or his
father Cantor Smolack call-
ing him back. Kovi, his wife
Iris Rosenfeld and their two
young children moved to
Winnipeg for the sense of
community and quality of
life that would be available
to them as a dual working-
parent family.  They quickly
became active community
volunteers, with Kovi sitting
on the Federation Board
and chairing the Audit
Committee in addition to
serving as Treasurer for his
synagogue, and Iris
involved with children’s
programming at the syna-
gogue.  Professionally, Iris
is a physician with the
Workers’ Compensation
Board, and Kovi is an audit manager with Deloitte.  

One of the corporate values that attracted him to Deloitte is the
corporate commitment to supporting the communities in which
employees work and live. On September 28th, Deloitte profession-
als across Canada took part in a day of volunteer service, and Kovi
led a team of eight colleagues in painting the family room at the
Shalom Home residence at 5 Seven Oaks Place.  They also did win-
ter yard clean-up.  Two members of the team were from offices in
other cities, and happily pitched in to help.  

As Kovi said,”Impact Day is one of the ways Deloitte demonstrates

that we care about our local
communities and that helping
others and making an impact
is important to us. This day is
also a lot of fun and gives us
the chance to work with peo-
ple in a whole new way. Each
office carefully considers a
wide range of possible part-
ners, including organizations
such as Shalom Residences.
Our goal is to help facilitate
projects that the organizations
wouldn’t otherwise have had
the time or resources to com-
plete.” 

The Smolacks are one of sev-
eral young families who have
moved back to Winnipeg to
raise their children.  Reasons
vary, but the common themes
are a vibrant and dynamic
community, the overall quality
of life, affordable and quality
Jewish education, family con-

nections, and short commute times. These are many of the same rea-
sons why immigrants are flocking to Winnipeg, and why the Jewish
population here is now approaching 17,000! 

Federation’s GrowWinnipeg initiative is supported by the
Combined Jewish Appeal’s Annual Campaign. Monies raised by the
Campaign are allocated to community agencies to meet the
increased demand for service that a growing community requires.
Donors who have not yet been contacted by volunteer canvassers
are encouraged to contact Financial Resource Director Elaine
Goldstine at 204-477-7427, or visit jewishwinnipeg.org to donate
online.

S CIAL PAGE

On September 8th, over 100 Jewish university students converged on the 

Redwood Docks for the 2012 Hillel opening event sponsored by Federation’s 

Jewish Campus Life department. Hadera Short, one of the participants, shared 

her impression of the event.

“I had the opportunity to attend my first ever Hillel event, coordinated by Avi 

Posen, a three hour cruise called “I’m On a Boat.” The Paddlewheel river boat 

was packed with over one hundred students for a night full of dancing, music, 

drinks, and laughter. I attended this boat cruise not just to dance all night, but 

to catch up and reminisce with people whom I had not seen in years! BBYO 

and Machon Madrichim stop after high school, but Hillel is bringing Jewish 

youth back together right now and for years to come. There’s something special about being 

surrounded by nearly every Jewish student your age, and everyone knowing one another. I could 

not have asked for a more enjoyable start to Hillel.”

Hillel is one of the programs supported by the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, and funded by the 

Combined Jewish Appeal. If you haven’t yet made a contribution to this year’s annual campaign, 

please contact Federation at 204-477-7428 or visit jewishwinnipeg.org.

Hillel Winnipeg’s “I’m On a Boat”

For more information on Hillel Winnipeg: Avi Posen • 204.480.6561 • aposen@jewishwinnipeg.org • hillelwinnipeg.org


